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"fit tilt: depths of despair, nothinq
matters, I can't do anyth inq , got to get
out of here, walls falling in, throw me a
rope .
And one day, like any other day, finally
t ired of wa It lng for he lp that never
comes. make a rope.
tie it to a rock,
throw it up,
pull yourself out
and walk away.... ".
(PAUL WILLIAMS)
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Suamary
The goals of this study were formulated in response to the need for a
skills oriented programme to assist individuals to cope with divorce.
The a im of this study was to develop a coping with divorce progralmle,
to implement the programme on a tr ta l basis, and to evaluate the
programme. The study was undertaken with in the framework of the
developmantal research and utilization model. The research design
intergrated exploratory, descriptive and evaluative methods.
Qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection were applied.
The phenomena of divorce with spec if ic reference to the effects of
divorce and aspects central to the phenomena of coping with divorce
were identified and discussed. Based on this analysis of divorce, a
"Coping with divorce" programme was des igned and developed.
The Coping with divorce (CWO) programme ,t'/as implemented and evaluated
on a trial basis. The most important findings that were establ lshed
in this study was that certain aspects of respondents social
functioning indicated a statistical significant difference in the pre
and post-test. Furthermore respondents se If-esteea, and perception of
knowledge and skills regarding coping with divorce indicated a
statistical significant difference in the pre and post-test. The
findings of this trial Investigation cannot be generalised and It is
recommended that the programme be subjected to more extensive
evaluation.
t'
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Opsoflll1ing
Na aan1eiding van 'n behoefte vir 'n vaardigheidsprogram om individue
te ass isteer deur die egskeidingsproses, is die doe1 van die studie
geformu1eer. Die doe1 van die studie .was om 'n egskeidings-
hantecringsprogram te ontwikke1, op 'n loodsbasis te implementeer, en
om die program te evalueer. Die studie is onderneem binnedie
raamwerk van die ontwikkelingsnavorsing- en benutt ingsmodel. Die
navor s ingsontwerp het beskrywende, verk larende en verkenende metodes
geintergeer. Kwa 1Hat icwc en kwantita t iew metodes van datainsameling
is aangewend.
Die vcrskynse1 van egskeiding met spesifieke verwysing na die gevolge
van egskeiding en aspekte sentraa1 aan die hantering van egskeiding 1s
identifiseer en bespreek. Gebaseer '6p die analise van die verskynsel
van egskeiding is 'n egskeidingshanteeringsprogram ontwerp en
ontwi kke1.
Die egskeidingshanteeringsprogram was ge-imp1ementeer en ge-evalueer
op 'n loodsbasis. Die mees be1angrikste bevindinge van die studie was
dat sekere aspck te van respondente so sos ta1e funks ionerir:g stat lst ies
beduf dend verander het na die program. Verder her respondente se
self -beeld en perseps Ic van kennis en vaardighede in verband met die
hantering van 'n cgskeiding, statistics beduidend verander na die
program. Die bevindings van die loodsondersoek kan nie veralgemeen
word nie en daar word voorgcstcl dat die program aan meer olDVangryke
en intensiewe evalueering blotgestcl moct word.
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1CHAPTER ONE
GE~ERAL INTRODUCTION
1. 1 I ntroduill.Q.n
This study focuses on the design and development of a coping with
divorce programme. The reasons for conducting this study, and
what is hoped will be achieved, are elaborated in the first
portion of chapter one. The remaining section of the first
chapter is devoted to introductory information relating to the
nature of the study, namely the research methodo logy, demarcation
of the study, clarification of concepts and problems experienced
and limitations of the study.
1. 2 froblem formulat ion
'I
In South Africa it has become acceptable to state that one out of
every three marriages ends up in the divorce courts. At social
gatherings one frequently is informed of acquaintances who are
divorcing. In the workplace it has become acceptable to hear of
employees who need to take time off on Friday as their divorce
case is appearing in court on that day. Statistical data to
verify this is provided by the Department of Stat ist ics. During
1989, 24 748 divorces took place, and during 1990, 26 669. This
1s an increase of 1 921 over a period of 12 months. These
statistics are only applicable to the white population
2(Department of Statistics 1992). It is clear that divorce is a
social phenomena on the Increase. To dismiss this fact would be
preposterous .
The effects of divorce are diverse and vary in intensity
(Buitendag 1987, Chlriboga and Catron 1987, Fisher 1982,
Jacobson 1985, Pieterse 1986, Van Staden 1987). The effects vary
from a decrease in health such as disturbed sleeping patterns,
tearfulness, impaired concentration, to a low self-esteem,
ineffective decision-making, ineffective cOlllllUnication, and a
negative attitude towards life. All of these effects will
invariably affect the social functioning of an individual.
It is vital to stress at the beginning of this study that the
-I
severity of the effects of divorce will vary according to the
individual's reaction to the crisis of divorce and whether or not
individuals are equipped with the necessary skills to cope with
the crisis of divorce effectively.
As the client population of the researcher as a social worker
consists of employees working for organisations who have
contracted for the services of the Witwatersrand Centre for Human
Dave lopmcnt (the organ !satton where the researcher Is currently
cmp loyed), it is important to a1so focus on dIvorce within a
wor~ ing environment. It can be hypothesised that if an
3employee's health for example, is affected in such a way that
concentration is impaired, anxiety is evident, tearfulness,
headaches, and disturbed sleeping patterns prevail, then this
will inevitably impact on an employee's work performance. For
this reason it can be stated that divorce does not only impact on
an individual's personal life but also his working life should
hi sjher work performance become impa ired.
In light of the fact that divorce is on the increase and that 1t
does affect the target populat ion of the researcher it is evident
that it is a phenomena that needs attention.
The researcher is currrent ly emp 1oyed by the Witwatersrand Centre
..
for Human Oeve lopment in the capac ity of a soc1a1 worker who
renders an emp loyee assistance programme (EAP) to various
organizations. The EAP serv ices of the centre can be divided
into (our sect ions namely:
1. Counse 11 In9.
2. Preventattve and deve lcpncnta l training,
3. Consullat Ions, and
4. Psychometric services.
These services are provided to a 11 employees and their dependants
of the customer organlzat ions.
4The researcher became increas ingly aware of a need to make
available a programne that will specifically assist
divorcing/divorced individuals to cope with divorce within a
group context. At this point in time the researcher was
providing counselling to divorcing clients on a one-to-one basts •
•
This is time consuming and is not cost effective. The need at
• this stage became apparent for a programme that would be able to
provide counselling to individuals within a group setting. The
reason for this being that it would be more cost effective to
deal with cl tents in a group sett ing, and participants in a
group format would be able to share valuable experiences with
other group members, and as such enhance intervention (Toseland
and Rivas 1984).
The researcher became aware of a seminar which was developed and
being presented at the Superior Court of the State of Georgia,
Cobb Judicial Circuit, Seminar for divorcing parents (1992). The
rev iews and eva luat ions of the progralll11e sounded promising and
this prompted the researcher to investigate the possibility of
presenting th is progranvne in South Africa. After lengthy contact
wlth the Superlor Court it wa s f i na 11y concluded at the end of
)992 that the progranrile would not be able to be made available.
At the beginning of 1993 the researcher then started lengthy
investigations to determine what current prograames existed in
"
5South Africa. At this point in time the researcher was only able
to Identify o~e programe by Wentzel (1992) which addressed
educative aspects of ass Isting parents through the turmoil of
divorce. The researcher worked closely with Wentzel (1992) In
finalising and plannIng the implementation of the prograll1lle. The
researcher's a im was to evaluate the progralllllC as it had not been
implemented at that stage. A quest ionnalre was designed by the
researcher to achieve this goal. However due to unforseen
.c ircumstances the progranvne was not implemented by the end of
1993.
The researcher was then confronted with the rea 1tty that as no
programme was available, as far as the researcher is aware, to
assist individuals to cope with divorce, the time had come to
develop a prcqranee . The benefit cf-ithts is that a progralll1l!!
could be developed to address the specific needs of the target
population which consist of employees working for customer
organizations of the Witwatersrand Centre for Human Development
(WCHO). The target population wou ld have to attend the programe
dur Ing their 1unch hour and as sue h the progralllne wou 1d have to
be structured to meet this specif ic need. furthermore the
researcher wou ld be ab le to apply the knowledge and experience
gained over the past two years in developing a skills oriented
cop in9 with d tvorce programc.
.'
6To sum up the follawlng can be noted:
• the need for a skills oriented progra/lllle at the WCIID has
been ldent Ifled,
• the progranrne should focus on a specific target group in the
Industry, nane ly cep loyco s going through the process of
divorce and,
• the programmc needs to be cos t effect lve to be accepted in
industry namely to be presented during employees' lunch hour.
1. 4 Aim and ob leet iyes of the s tOO1
The aim of this study is to develop a ·Coping with divorce-
programme, to implement the programme on a-pt lot basts, and to
evaluate this programme.
The objectives of the study are:
• to Identify and describe from 1iterature aspects central
to the phenomena of coping with d Ivorco ,
• to design a tra tner and trainee manual for a ·Coping With
Divorce- (CWO) plogralllllP, and
• to conduct a ptlot implell1'!ntillfon and evaluation of the CWO
programe in order to eva lua te whether the soc la1
functioning, self-esteem, knowledge and skills of
respondents w(!rc affected by the CWO programe.
71•5 Rtim.th.J!lf} t hado ]og~
1. 5.1 Research desIgn
The research des Ign Is the plan, structure and strategy of the
Investlgator which seeks to obta In various answers to various
quest tons. Ihe purpose of the research des 19n is to provide a
set of systematic procedures for produc Ing data pert-dnlng to the
development, modification or expansion of knowledge (Grinnell
1981:198).
In this sect Ion the researcher wi 11 focus on methodological
cons tderations as descrlbed in the literature that has Influenced
the researcher's cho lee of research desIgn.
• Developmental research as research strategy
1he researcher declded 011 the deve lopmcnta1 approach wh Ich would
place emphasis on qualitative as well as quantitative
evaluations. Developmental research Involves those methods by
which social technology Is analyzed, designed, created and
evaluated (Grinnell 1981:604). ror purposes of this research the
researcher has se leeted the Deve 1opm~nta I Resea rch and Ut 11 zitton
Hodel (OR & U) of lholllc1s (1981). This IIIOdel Is cxpressly
directed towards the dQvelopmcnt of hUlIlIn service technol09Y.
This model of consists of six phases namely the analysts, design,
"
8development, evaluation, diffusion and adoption phase. Each
phase consists of one or more material condition and activities
that need to be completed. For purposes of this study the
researcher w111 on ly focus on the first three phases of the DR&U
Model namely analysis, design and development.
.,. Aim of the research
The aim of the research gives an indication of what the
researcher strives to achieve (Mouton and Mara is 1989:42). Three
rna in research a lms have been ident ified by Houton and Mara is
(1989:43) namely exploratory, descriptive and explanatory
studies.
':Exploratory studies provide the most general information about a
research problem with the aim to develop new ins ights regarding a
situation or phenomena (lin 1976:137). This type of study makes
use of literature reviews, consultations with experts and case
explorat ions.
Oescript lve studies focus on descr ibing an exist ing phenomena as
accurately as possible. The main focus of explanatory studies
is to study relationships among two or more social activities or
variables. Mouton and Marais (1989:45) state that explanatory
studies are directly related to evaluation studies. Evaluative
9research focuses on the evaluation of the effectiveness of a
specific practice. intervention or social technology.
The researcher imp lemented the assoc iat lena lone group pretest-
posttest design in order to provide evidence of the association
between the progranme var tab les and the intended progra_
outcomes (Chinkanda. Steyn, Tiba 1991:54).
* Quantitative and qualitative research
Quantitative research can be described as a formalised and
explicitly controlled approach whereas qualitative research is
less formalised and controlled (Mouton and Marais 1989:157).
Both methods are acceptable and have thus been utilised in this
study.
Quanit itat ive methods include structured quest ionnaires and
'I
standardised scales .whereas qualitative methods mainly make use
of part icipant observation, unstructured interviews and
1iterature studies.
In sunmary the research design of this study is primarily based
on the DR & U model of Thomas (1981). The following components
have been integrated in.J this mode 1, namely;
* Aim of research (exploratory, descriptive and explanatory.)
,I
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* The use of quantitative as we 11 as qua lttat tve methods.
The researcher has thus adopted an integrated research des Ign as
surmar ised tn tab le 1.1.
Table 1.1 ~~arch design
I PIIASES OF r RESEARCH I GATHER ING OF I GATHERING OF
THE OR&U AIM NEW DATA EXISTING DATA
MODEL
QUALI- QUANTI- QUALI- QUANTI-
TATIVE TATIVE TATIVE TATIV£
ANALYSIS EXPlORA- CONSUL- LITERA-
PHASE TORY TATION TURE
I WITH I STUDYEXPERTS
•
DESIGN DESCRIPTIVE LITERATU-
PHASE RE STUDY
DEVElOPMEN- DESCRIPTIVE OBSERVA IOUE GROUP
TAL PHASE EVALUATIVE TION, IPRETEST
FEED- IPOSHEST
BACK rSSOCIAo
FROM TIONAl
RESPON- DESIGN
DENTS ,
1.5.2 The research plan
The researcher will now proceed to d Iscun the research plan of
this study according to the first three phases of the DR&U IIIOdel
of Thomas (1981) namely, the analysts, design and deve lopeent
phases.
.'
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.. Ana lysis phase
The material conditions in this phase are problem identification
and analysis, state of the art review and the analysis of the
feasibility of the study. This was conducted by, means of a
1iterature study and consultation with experts in the field
of divorce. (See chapter 2)
.. Des ign phase
This phase focused on gathering and evaluating existing social
technologies and the development of a new social technology (the
CWO programme). Th is pha se consis ted of conduc t ing ali terature
study regarding the phenomena of divorce with specific reference
to the effects of divorce and appropr iate Intervent ion strategies
to address these effects.
Based on the 1Herature study of the identified variables central
to the phenomena of coping with divorce He Coping With Divorce
(CWO) prograrrvne trainer and trainee manual was designed (see
chapter 3). The progralTllle consists of five modules. The five
modules respectively focus on the following aspects:
Module 1: Enhancing positive attitudes,
Module 2: Enhancing self-esteem,
Module 3: Enhancing effective decision-making skills,
Module 4: Enhanc Ing effective commun Icatlon sk ills, and
"
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Module 5: Developing meaningful relationships.
• Developmcnta1 phase
This phase consisted of the pilot implementation and evaluation
of the programme.
The pilot implementation of the programme was presented to four
individuals in a group setting. All four individuals volunteered
to join the programme. Thus for purposes of this study it can
be cone luded that the researcher used an acc identa1
non-probabil ity sample (Bailey 1987:75). The prograrmrne was
presented to the group over a four week period, which cons isted
of four sess ions.
'1
The pilot evaluation is the process by which a newly developed
programme is evaluated. The a im of the pilot evaluation was to
evaluate the process as well as the outcome of the prograorne.
The researcher ut illzed qua 1i ta t1 ve methods to evaluate the
process of the programme by means of the researcher's
observations, verba1 feedback from participants and an evaluation
questionnaire completed by respondents after session h,o (see
appendix E).
Quant ltative methods were ut I l ised to evaluate the outcome of the
programme. The one group pretest-posttest assoclattonal design
was utilized in order to conduct the evaluation. The purpose of
th is desIgn is to prov Ide cv Idence of assoc lat ion between the
programme variables and the intended programme outcomes. In this
des Ign the same group of progranvne part lc ipants is measured for
the re levant dependent varlab les before and after exposure to
the programme. The strategy of this design Is therefore
to determine if there is a significant difference in the
dependent var lab les measured at the pretest as compared with
that of the posttest (Chlnkanda, Steyn, Tlba 1991 :54).
The researcher uti 1ised the fo llowi ng questlonna ires in the
quant itat Ive eva luat ion:
* The Helmler Scale of Socia 1 Funct ioning/HSSF (Van Zyl 1986)
(see appendiX B). The validity and reliability of the
internationa 1 norms of the HSSF have been extens ively
evaluated. Furthermore research by Van Zyl (1"86:213-214) on
the va lida t ion of the HSSF for eli ent groups in South Africa
indicates that test-retest re 1iab t l lty, and inter- interpreter
agreement of the HSSF appears to be satisfactorily high, but
consistency when assessed aga inst general standards of
reliability is not satisfactory. Furthermore considering
that validity is dependent on reliability, face validity,
concurrent va1idlty, pragmatic va 1idlty, construct va lldity,
..
..
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and predictive validity appear to be satisfactory, but more
research is needed in the area of content va1idity,
predictive validity and cross-cultural validity.
The Hudson Index of Self-esteem, Hudson 1981 (see appendiX
C). The validity and reliability of the Hudson Index of
Self-esteem has been extensively evaluated on the middle
class wh ite populat ion, but not in South Africa.
The Perception of Knowledge and Skills questionnaire (PKS) •
This quest tonna lre was developed by the researcher (see
appendix 0). The researcher administered the PKS
questionna ire to five individua ls prior to the implementation
of the CWO programme in order to assess on face value
validity and reliability and found it to bevsat tsfectory for
purposes of this study.
1.6 o..EW1arcat ion of the study
Theoret ica1
for purposes of this study the researcher consulted literature
relating to divorce with specific reference to the effects of
divorce on individuals during as well as after the process of
divorce. Furthermore the researcher consulted 1iteralure
relating to skills that can enhance effective coping durtng the
15
cr is Is of divorce and thereafter. The Intention of th is study
was not to explore all aspects of divorce but to focus on
specific variables central to the phenomena of coping with
d Ivorce.
Gcograph lea1
For purposes of this study the research was res tricted to the
Johannesburg geographical location. More specifically It
focuses on employees of customer organizations of the
Witwatersrand Centre for Human Development that are situated In
JohannesblJr~ and that were e t ther in the process of divorcing or
who hzve already divorced.
1.7 ClarificatiQn of conm.ts.
For the sake of clarity a number of concepts used throughout the
study will be clarified.
Crisis 'I
A situation that occurs when one's normal homeostatic balance Is
temporarily disrupted by the occurence of a stressful life event
(Compton and Ga llaway 1984: 53) .
CWO progralllllC
An educational and skills based programme made available to
employees experiencing the process of divorce to improve their
16
sk ills and equip them to manage divorce and other persona 1
problems effectively. In the rema Inder of this study the Coping
With Divorce programme will be referred to as CWO progralMle.
Divorce
Dissolution of the marital relationship by a court of law
(Barnard,/ronje, Olivier 1988:272). Furthermore Callahan in Van
Staden (1987:12) describes divorce as "an emotional crisis
t r iggered by a sudden and unexpected loss that forces you to look
at yourself and to analyse where you were and how you got there. II
ProgralllllC ':
A complex of goals, policies, procedures, rules, task
assignments, steps to be taken, resources to be employed, and
other elements necessary to carry out a given course of act ion
(De Vos 1989: 115).
SeIf -esteem
Unccndlt iona 1 respect for and acceptance of oneself as a whole
individual while still recognozing flaws and shortcomings (Kramer
1988:329) .
Sk ills
Practical step by step procedures, which if followed will lead to
17
the accomplishment of a set objective (Rljavcc 1990:54).
Social functioning
Soc la1 function ing desIqnates those act ivltles cons Idered, from
a role performance perspective. as essential to·carry out life
tasks. As a un ifying concept it refers to the concern of
social work with the study of relationships among parts of a
system or among disparate systems. to the Interplay between the
social cnvlronment and the Individual, to a framework of concepts
for organlz ing thought and expcr ience describing psychosocia 1
clements of human organisms to freely expressed and socially
responsible voluntary behaviour, to the relationship of
satisfaction and frustation as experienced by the individual (Van
ZylI986:15-16).
1.8 Problems experienced and 1imitat Ions of the: study
During the process of this study inherent problems and
1 imitat ions became apparent. These are ment loned and discussed
be low.
The sample utilized only consisted of four individuals.
The researcher's aim was to conduct a minimum of two pilot
il'Pp lementa t ions of the CWO progranrne based on the
.'
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quasi-experimental design with a control group. The
researcher marketed the programme to customers a month in
advance of the implemcntat ion, and one week prior to the
programme starting a reminder was sent out to all customers.
Seven individuals placed their names on the list to attend the
course. Ifowever, only four out of the seven actually attended
the course. The researcher was thus unable to apply the
quasi-experimental control group design, and had to resort to
the associatlonal one group pratest-posttest design.
The results of the data cannot be generalized to the total
population of divorcing individuals due to the small sample
size.
It was not possible to uti 1i se a control group in this study
so as to be able to compare resu lts with that of an
':
experimental group.
The programme was only implemented once and therefore the
results of this study cannot be compared to other group
experiences of the CWO programme.
- Only one independent variable was identified (CWO prograll1lle)
that could impact on the selected variables namely social
functioning, self-esteem and knowledge and skills regarding
coping with divorce. As no other independent variables were
.'
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taken Into account In this study It cannot be concluded lh.ll
the CWO progranme was solely re spons lble (or the changes In
the selected var lab les . Uowevrr, as far as the researcher Is
aware none of the respondents were Involved In clny other form
of Intervcnt Ion to ass 1st them through the process o( divorce.
last ly 11m i tcd South Ml'lcan II tcraturc Is ava tlab le regarding
skIlls centra l to the phenomone of coping with divorce. for
th Is reason the researcher had to mol Inly rely on l tterature
from abroad.
1.9 P-t:t'.U'QtaLlo0
The study material of this research is systeaat ica l Iy presented
In the foliowlng manner:
Chapter 1: Genera1 Introduction
'IIn this Introductory chapter the researcher first ly focused on
the reasons for conducting th iss tudy and th,> a 1m and objectives
of th Is study. The choice of the research des ign was discussed
and motivated, the dcnarcatton of the study was Identlf led and
concepts central to this study w(~r'e clarified. This chapter was
cone luded by h Ihgllghltng proh lams and Inherent limitations
centra 1 to th Is study.
.'
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Social Work Dictionary (1984:27) states that a crisis is il serious
disturbance of the emotional stability or of established
patterns of behaviour that an individual is unable to cope with.
Those experiencing divorce are often dismayed and surpr Ised by
their own behaviour as their sense of control and self consistency
is lost. People divorcing often feel irrational and frequently
arc Iabe led by others as irrat iona 1. What can seem most confusing
is that as time passes they feel they are regaining control and
can again behave in a predictable. more rational way, and then
scr:mingly unaccountably there is another "breakdown".
Often In counselling divorcing clients the researcher has noted
that client's progress can be seen as a wave. The client is
initially on a 'low' and with time achieves a 'high'. Clients
then usually feel in control of their lif~ and express the need
'.
to halt sessions for a time. Then a similar crisis erupts and
the client is on a ' low' aga in and requests further counsell ing.
2.2.1 Jhe inc idence Of djyor~
South Africa has become known as one of the countries with the
highest divorce rate, and generally it has become accepted to
assume that one out of every three marriages in South Africa end
up in the Supreme Court.
t'
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According to data obta ined fr-om the Department of Stat Ist ics
(1992), during 1989 24 748 divorces took placet and during 1990
26 669. These figures are for the white population only. It is
clear from the above statistics that the divorce rate in South
Africa is on a steady increase. In terms of the number of intakes
at the Witwatersrand Centre for Human Development, the
organisation where the researcher is current ly practising, in
respect of separating and divorcing clients a total for 1992 was
8% of the total client population and during 1993 it increased to
10%. It is once again clear that the phenomena of divorce is here
to stay.
2.2.2 Oill.n.lD.9J crisis
Compton and Galaway (1984:53) define a crisis as a situation that
occurs when one's noma 1 homeos ta tic ba lance is temporarily
disrupted by the occurrence of a stressful life event. The
occurrence of a stressful event however, is not in itself a
sufficient condIt ton for produc fng a crisis. It is only when one
perceives a problem as a threat or a loss, accompanied by a
person's inabilfly to respond with adequate COpin9 mechanisms
that a crisis arises. Uill in Parad (1965) further defines a
crisis as "Clny sharp or decisive change for which old patterns
are inadequate". A crls is is a s i tuat Ion In which the usual
behav lour patterns are found to be unrewarding and new ones are
.t
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called for irmlediately. From the above definitions of a crisis the
fa llowing can be noted:
•
•
•
•
a crisis is a situation that is perceived as either a threat
or a loss for which an Individual does not have effective
coping skills to manage the situation constructively:
a high level of tension Is present together with a stale of
disorganization:
the durat ion and severity of the crisis depends on how the
individual manages and perceives the crisis;
an individual Is able to acquire new methods and skills in
order to deal with a crisis effec:tively.
2.2. 3 llag~s of the djyorce ~li
In order to identify relevant coping strategies that will enhance
soc Ia1 funct ion ing during and after the divorce, it is impol"tant
to categorize the stages of the divorce cr lsi s and the
accompanying genera 1 enot ions and behav lour that may lead to
dysfunctional and inadequate coping.
The researcher has integrated theory of Golan (1978). Parad
(1965) and Van Staden (1987 & 1992) in respect of the stages of a
crisis and the stages of a divorce as follows:
"
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STAGE 1: PRf -DIVORCE STAGE
This ~tagr. is characterized by a distressful event which leads to
anxiety and tension. such as mat'ital discord or the possibility
of a separation or divorce. This s taqe is hallmarked by
uncerta inty and amb iva lcnco about the future and whether the
divorce will actually mat.erialize or not.
General emotions that individuals eften experience are
uncertainly about the future. ambivalence. anxiety, tension and
anger. General behaviour often includes denial, blaming,
withdrawa1 and attempts to reconc il e the marriage.
STAGE 2: DIVORCE STAGE
Th iss tage is when the f ina 1 dec is ion to divorce is made and
legal divorce proceedings bcq in , Each individual reacts
differently to t.his c:tage depending on whether the divorce is
perce ived as either a loss and threa t, or as a challenge and an
"opportunity to grow and develop oneself.
General emotions of individuals include anger. belittling self.
negative feelings about self and the future. anxiety, tension,
loneliness. gUilt. helplessness and uncertainty. General
behaviour during this stage tnc lude s threatening the spouse
should the divorce proceed. confrontations, advice seeking from
support systems and professlona h. becoming withdrawn, and
27
attempts to reconcile the marriage.
STAGE 3: POST DIVORCE STAGE
The last stage of the divorce cri s is is a stage of reintegratlon
and new beginnings. It is a stage of accepting the divorce and
looking ahead to the future.
General enot ions experienced during this stage are loneliness,
hope, uncerta inty, as well as confidence about the future
despite the turmoil of divorce. General behaviour that can be
expected includes' developing a new identity, adjusting to
single life, and making new acqua intances.
Each stage of the divorce process is a pre-requisite for the
next. An indiv idua1 needs to work through each stage effect ive ly
and acquire new coping skills in order to move to the next stage
and so complete the stages of the divorce process.
The three stages of the divorce crisis can be schematically
represented as follows:
"
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Figure 2.1 IhtLjju:ee sta9!~s of the dlvon:;e crisis.
r IlPRf ·DIVORCE STAGEJ STRESSFUL EVENT l
I
I
I
L
DECISION TO DIVORCE
RE INTE GRATION
2.3 Ihe effp,~.t.LQ.Urur~
As previously mentioned divorce is a crisis phenomenon on the
increase. The effects of divorce are numerous. The complex
ramifications of this majot· crisis prevade an individuals life
regardless of whether this change was desired or not.
,. Divorce can however also provide an opportunity for personal
growth, in spite of the pain and confusion attendant on the
process. The d~gree and severity of the effects of dlvorce
depends on how an individual perceives the crisis and whether he
has adequate coping skills to deal with the! crisis. The
researcher will now proceed to d i scust the various effects of a
'1
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divorce. The importance of understanding the effects of divorce
of an individual has made it possible for the researcher to
select various variables that will enhance the social functioning
of an individual during and after the divorce.
2. 3.1 !!fillJl
The prevalence of divorce assumes particular importance when
viewed in the context of its association with nump.rous health
related problems. Chiriboga and Catron (1987:38-39)
state that for example, the separat ing and divorcing manifest a
higher rate of suicide, mortality and morbidity, have higher
rates of a lcohol ism, hypertens ion and a wide variety of
other health related problems. Jacobson (1985:200) further
states that when constant host i 1ity is expressed to a spouse
during and after divorce greater somatic discomfort and
depression is evident.
In the researcher's therapeut Ic involvement with divorcing
individuals the following phys Ica 1 symptoms have often been
noted:
• poor concentrat lon,
* fatigue,
* disturbed sleep patterns,
'1
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* increase/decrease in appet i t e ,
* psychosomatic illness,
* decreased 1ibido,
* tearfulness,
* depression,
* anxiety, and
• tens ion.
It is clear from the above that divorce does impact on an
individual's health in numerous ways. Ifowever as individuals
start feeling in control of t.heir situation and their coping
abilit ies are enhanced the abovementioned effects start to
diminish. It can therefore be sa id that should an individual
implement various effective coping skills the occurrence of the
abovementioned effects will be minimized.
2.3. 2 ~e.lf.:..e.llw
Se1f -esteem refers to uncond it iona 1 respect for and acceptance of
onese lf as a "Ihole individual whi le still recognizing flaws and
shortcomings (Kramer 1988: 329). Carson, Butcher and Coleman
(1983:645) further state that good self-esteem is a feeling of
persona 1 worth.
'1
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Chiriboga and Catron (1987:153) have noted that divorce does have
a potentially devastating impact on self· esteem. Krantzler
(1974:45) further states that divorcing individuals who do not
seek professional help and who do not have effective coping
skills have diminished self-esteems, lack confidence and only
focus on their shortcomings and inadequacies.
The loss of a spouse through divorce may affect self-esteem in
ways similar to bereavement. Chiriboga and Catron (1987:153)
note that clinical investigators of marital disruption have
emphasized the importance of achieving a new sense of identity.
The marked shifts in self-estnem are clearly time dependent.
Herman in Chiriboga and Catron (1990:154) suggests that after
divorce the passage of time is associated with greater self
awareness, as well as the resolution of identity issues. The
stages of the divorce crisis can be compared to the classical
stages of grief developed by Kub ler-Ross (Carson et al 1988:646).
The last stage, nane ly acceptance, is a period of reckoning with
the self, a period in which persons can begin to feel good about
themselves. Similarly, whether one acc-pts the reality of
divorce is highly relevant to self-esteem. Once divorce is
accepted as a reality the primary task of the individual m~y
become the reworking of identity. Persons at this stage are
often open to new modes of cop i ng and/or are in danger of
-,
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reqress lnq to a less adequate level of functioning. In addition
unresolved ident ity Issues wh ich have become dormant during
marriage, may re-emerge. This conflict over personal identity
may occur quite early In the divorce process. The researcher has
often heard d Ivorc Ing clients express the following statements:
"What I~ wrong with me?, Am I not good enough?, Will anyone ever
love me again?, I cannot cope l , It Is all my fault, It is all
hi s f au 1t ." '
Once divorce is accepted as a rea 1ity, and the individual starts
accepting responsibility for his own well-being and Implements
effect ive cop jng strategies to enhance funct iontnq, self-esteem
does start to improve.
2.3.3 S1u2l2-llrt syst.w.
Nf'~tler and Van Dyk (1990:657) state that marriage is a public
announcement that a man and woman have joined their lives. 'I
Marriage usually a1so joins extended families and friendship
networks and simultaneously removes individuals from the world of
dating and mate seeking. Divorce reverses changes in social
networks, which often lead to disappointment, embitterment and
confusIon.
Van Wyk and La Cock (1988:32-33) state that we all need ~UPPOlt
systems, be it a spouse, relat ives or friends to whom we can
talk, who understand you and who are loyal to you. A spouse Is a
primary support system within a marriage. Divorce changes this
situation, and relatives or friends become tnvaluable support
syst£'ms. However famlly-In-law support systems inevltabl.y tend
to diminish. As Van Wyk and La Cock (1988:33) have rightfully
staled, "divorce does not only mean losing a spouse, but most
probably also the support of in-laws and mutual friends". Mutual
friends of both spouse are likely to be exposed to both spouses'
anger and might feel under pressure to take sides. This will
place stress on the friendship re lationshlps, and could mean
Ios inq friends who are valuable support systems.
It is clear from the above that divorcing people are often
confronted with inadequate support systems. Firstly, due to the
loss of the spouse and, secondly, friends and family mlJmbers who
feel pressurized may tend to become more supportive towards one
spouse than the other. The loss of support systems leads to
lowered contentment and feel ings of loneliness. Loneliness IL
bowoveronly-a-state of mind. being.alone··is·a- physical state.
Being lonely and loneliness are not the sallie in mNnlng. The
causes of lone liness arc var led, but generally if one's
self-esteem is low, the feel ing of being connected to others ts
-,
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reduced (Kramer 1988:189).
lack of <,eH-esteem can produce a self-fulfilling prophecy. If
you feel you don't want to belong or fit in or you think people
don't want to be with you, then you avoid being with people and
don't lake advantage of opportun i tics to meet new people.
The result is loneliness. Individuals need to implement skills
to enhance their self-esteem in order to make use of
opportunit rcs In meeting new people, and they also have to
tmp lemont effective communication skills in meeting new people
and aIso in terms of re1ating with ex-spouse and in-laws so as to
rna inta in funct.1ona 1 re1ationsh ips.
2 •3.4 e.acQ!lUng
Divorce is associated with poor parental adjustment or disrupts
parenting behaviour, or both, which can lead to poor adolescent
functioning (Forehand, Thomas, Wicrson, Brody, Fauber 1990:278).
Hea thnr inqton in Forehand et a 1 (1990;278) reports that divorcing
or divorced parents made fewer maturity conmands, showed less
affection, gave more overall commands, conmunicated less
effect ive ly with their children and disciplined less effectively
than happ ily marr led Int.act fam 11 i es.
Although var lous authors have reported research find Ings to
cone lude tha t divorce nqua ls poor ado1escent function fng It must
.,
be kept in mind that this is not always the situation. Gardner
(1984), Uill (1989), landis and landis (1963), Sullivan (1988),
and Wallerstein and Blakeslee (1990) all agree that divorce does
not necessar ily mean poor adolescent functioning. The above
authors cone1ude tha t ch ildren In intact, unhappy marriages are
often less well off than chi ldrcn whose parents are divorced
and happy.
) Although the initial crisis of divorce might well negatively
I impact parenting abilities for some time, parents are able to
I
acquire new skills in order to parent effectively. Of importance
is that parents maintain effective relationships with one another
regarding parent Ing and that parents always act in the best
interest of the children.
Divorce Is characterized by withholding bonding emotions and
communication from the relationship and typically replacing these
with alienating feelings and behav iour. Buitendag (1987:45-49)
identified communication of divorcing people to be filled with
anger, denial, resentment and bitterness towards each other.
This level of communication can lead to heightened feelings of
anxiety, tension and depression.
'1
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In practice the researcher has found that it is vital for
divorcing people to acquire and implement effective communication
skills so that they will be able to express their feelings
effectively towards and about their ex-spouse. This will enhance
individual's level of general contentment and well-being.
It is clear that the effect s of divorce are inter-rehted and
that if, for example, self-esteem is negative and health
diminished then it could affect parenting or cOfJlllUnication or
even the general attitude of an individual. For this reason it
is important in any intervent ion strategy to assist individuals
to cope with divorce to address, if possible, the main effects of
divorce.
2.4 State ot the arL.allili
In the resea rcher's study of existing. validated progral\1lles to
enhance individuals coping skills so as to enhance their social
funcllonlng during and after a divorce. a need for a validated
life skills divorce progralM1c became evident. The researcher's
study of existing prograrmlCS started in Atlanta, Georgia. The
Superior Court of the State of Ceorgia, Cobb Judicial Court
(Seminar for Divorcing Parents Booklet, 1992), that the
researcher contacted. has developed and implemented a four hour
"
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divorce seminar. This programme has been made compulsory by the
Superior Court of Georgia for a11 divorcing parents to attend.
This progranune is a breakthrough in that It has been
institutionalised by the Superior Courts of Georgia. However. it
is l inltvd in that It is only a four hour seminar, targeted at
divorcing parents and is mainly educative and not skills
oriented. The researcher initiated contact with the Superior
Court of Georgia in order to evaluate the feasibility of the
imp lementa t ion of the programme ina South J\fr Ican context.
However this was declined.
The researcher's study then cont i nued in South Africa. South
African literature is available on divorce. However, it does not
extend as far as the researcher is aware to life skills to
enhance individual's social functioning during the time of
divorce. However In the study a progranrne by Wentzel (1993) was
identified as a promising programme addressing educative aspects
of parents going through the turmo 11 of divorce. For purposes of
this study the progranrne was however identified as not being
congruent with the alms of this study. For this reason the
researcher has deemed it necessary to develop a progralml(! that
will be targeted at all divorcing/divorced IndiViduals/groups and
that will be skill oriented.
'1
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2.5 Djvorce jnterycntjoQ
The researcher wi 11 now proceed to discuss the five coping
skills identified in section 2.3 that will be incorporated In
the proposed divorce programnune namely;
• Developing a positive attitude;
• Enhancing solf-esteen:
• Effective decision-making;
• Effective communication skills; and
• Building meaningful relationsh ips.
2.5.1 Deyeloping a positlye attityde
Staples (1991:19) states that our attitudes control our
thoughts, guide our behaviour and determine our successes.
Furthermore Staple (1991)) states that what we think, create
in our minds and believe will most likely materialise.
Therefore what we expect to happen will most 1ikely happen
(Burns 1988; de Bono 1991j Staple 1991; West 1991).
vlOl'veloping a positive attitude is one of the most crucial
factors in achieving success in a 11 aspects of life (de Bono
1991:450)). People with a positive attitude are
self-confident and optimistic as they work towards achieving
their goals. Individuals going through the crisis of divorce
often experience pessimistic, negat ive, self-defeating
-,
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thoughts. These thoughts invariably will influence how an
individual copes with a divorce and as Burns (1988:141)
states will generate stress if these thoughts and the
behaviour are negative.
Staple (1991 :223) lists four attributes that enable an
individual to take control of their attitudes, thoughts and
the ir 1He namely;
* an individual has the abil ity to control what he is
thinking;
* an individual has the ability to creatively perceive
his/her future as wished,
* an individual has the ab il ity to avoid and alter negat ive
thoughts, and
* an individual has the ability to be who and what he
wishes.
Based on the abovement loned attributes it is therefore
possible for individuals experiencing the crisis of divorce
to implement various sk Ills that wi 11 eltllnate or minimise
negative and/or irratlonal thoughts about divorce and
themselves and enable them to develop positive,
self-enhancing thoughts and altitudes.
Various sk ills that can be imp lemented are thought stopping,
.,
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developing positive activities, and cognitive
restructuring (de Bono 1991; Stapel 1991; Burns 1988; West
1991) .
2.5.2. Enhancing self-esteem
Self-esteem refers to unconditional respect for and
acceptance of oneself as a whole individual while still
recognizing and acknowledging flaws and shortcomings (Kramer
1988:329) .
Chiriboga and Catron (1987: 153) have noted that divorce does
have a potent ia lly devastating impact on self-esteem and that
unresolved ident ity issues which may have become dorm,lnt
during marriage may re-emerge during divorce. Burns
(1988:130-131) has identified the difference between
individuals with positive self-esteem and those with
negative self-esteem. Those with positive self-esteem tend
not to be anxiety-ridden, but happy, congenial, frfendly,
self-reliant persons with a lot of self-confidence. They
fee 1 secure fn themse lves and there fore tend not to f'ee 1
stress and jealousy, can tolerate cr it tctsa, can express
feelfngs appropriately and have the confidence to cope "11th
most sftuations. Those with negative self·esteem tend to be
'I
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unhappy, anxious, self-critical people who have difficulty
building up pos it lve relationships with others. They also
tend to be shy and therefore avoid others. Some may try to
ra Ise their self-esteem by showing off, bragging and
boast ing. These behaviours are fut i le attempts to impress
othcr people in order to make thcmselves more likeable.
Unfortunatly such behav iours usua lly have the opposHe
effect, making those with low self-esteem feel even more
unworthy and incompetent. They will be afra Id to try
anything for fear of expected failure 1n all aspects of life,
and will set low goals for themselves.
I f one compares the differences in the paragraphs above
between the person with a pos it tve self-esteem and the person
with a negative self-esteem, it is easy to see that the
person with negative self-esteem is likely to respond to
the crisis of divorce less effectively than the person with a
positive self-esteem. ~kills that can be implemented to
enhance and develop a positive self-esteem include:
identifying positive as well as negative attributes of the
se If , identifying successes, and ident Hying irrattona1
beliefs about oneself am. replacing them with rational,
·1
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work out (Burns 1988:81; Cooper et al 1988: 56).
During the crisis of divorce an individual is often
overwhelmed with major decisions that need to be made.
Together with a negative self-esteem and negative attitudes,
the ability to be internally directed is minimised. However,
once an Individual believes that he has control and can
overcome feas ib le barriers he will be empowered to
effectively solve problems.
The simplest explanation of decision-making Is that people
choose the alternat ive that leads to the greatest amount of
pos it tve benefits to them In terms of their interests and
values.
Specific steps that will empower an individual in effective
decision-making are:
* determine or define the problem or difficulty;
* express your a im( s) or purpose;
* collect information (find sources that are reliable);
* interpret that information, assc ss the possible solutions;
* decide what to do, choose the most appropriate solut ions
that most satisfy the aim, and solve the problem; and
* examine your decision later, Ie , review and see if it Is
work Ing out.
-,
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(Mo 1 1986: 63- 68. )
Should an individual experiencing the crisis of divorce
implement the above steps then he/she will be empowered to
effect Ively so lye problems.
2.5.4 Effective communication
The whole purpose of coneuntcat tnq with someone else is to
have them understand our point of view, our beliefs, our
ideas and ma in ly our feelings about things.
No one can ever fu lly be understood un less someone is able to
read their mind wh ich is Imposs ib le. Unfortunately we are
too often misunderstood. That happens for two reasons,
namely, ineffective convnunication skills and poor listening
habits (Johnson, 1993:17; Kramer 1988:66).
oIvorce is characterised by withho lding bonding emotions and
communication from the relationship, and typically replacing
these with alienating feelings and behaviour (Goldstein
1987:53-54; Van Staden 1987:74). This style of cOlllllunlcatlon
leaves an individual feeling inadequate and unworthy.
Furthermore communication Is the basts of all human
relationships. Without corrmunicallon of some sort there could
be no relatiosh Ip at all, for there would be no contact. As
'1
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individuals go through the crisis of divorce, support systems
may minimise and the need to build new relationships and
support systems becomes crueia 1. For this reason and to
ensure effective comrnunicat Ion with an ex-spouse, it is vital
for individuals to Implement effective conrnunication skills
(Sullivan 1988:26-27). Furthermore it Is also vital that
parents rna inta in effective commun icat ion with their children
and always act in the chIldrens' best 'interest when
discussing the other parent (Gardner 1988, Hill 1989. Landis
and Landis 1977, Wallerstein and Blakeslee 1990). In order
./
to achieve the above an individua 1 firstly needs to
understand the communication process and identify his/her
predominant convnunication styles. Individuals can then
implement various skills to enhance their cOlmlunication such
as listening sk ills responding sk ills and ident ifying and
expressing feelings (Johnson 1993:113; Hol 1986:72-93;
Sullivan 1988:12).
2.5.5 Building mwi09[ul re1atioru.hJJU
Van Wyk and la Cock (1988:33) states that "divorce does not
only mean losing a spouse, but most probably also the support
of in· laws and mutual friends." The loss of such support
"
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Africa. Section 2.2 focused on the phenoeenon of divorce
with spec If tc reference to the inc Idence and stages of the
divorce crisis. In section 2.3 the researcher focused
specifically on the effects of divorce as highlighted by
various researchers. In sect Ion 2.4 the state of the art
review was discussed and why it has becoee necessary to
dovelop and imp lemcnt a new programme. The researcher then
proceeded to d iscuss the Identified variables that would be
incorporated into the Coping With Divorce progrC1;l1IIe in
section 2.5. It should be clear from this discussion that
there Is a 1ink between the effects of divorce and the
variables identified to enable individuals to cope with
divorce. It should be noted that although possible
inadequate parenting was Identified as an effect of divorce,
the researcher ha s not devoted a spec If Ie parenti ng skIlls
module to the progralllllC but has rather incorporated parenting
skills Into the various modules.
In chapter three that follows the researcher will focus on
the design of the CWO pr09ra~ in which the tra Iner and
tra Inee manual of the CWO progra~ will be presented.
-I
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tllAPTER TtIREE
DESIGN Of UtE CQPING HUH DIvORCE PRQGRAMME
3. 1 I NTRODUCT ION
In this chapter the researcher focuses on the second phase of the
DR&U model of Thomas (1981), namely the design phase. Design is
the planned and systemat tc appl icat ion of scient If tc,
technological and pratical information to the creation and
assembly of programmes appropriate in, human service interventIon
(Grinne111981).
The DR&U mode 1 conslsts of 6 phases and each phase consists of one
or more material conditions and activities. Each of the
activities can be thought of as a potential step. The design phase
consists of 9 steps namely:
* Determinat ion of the programme objective;
* Identification of innovation requ irements;
* Identification of design problems;
* Selection of information resources;
* Gathflr'lng and process ing informat ion;
* Generation and selection solution alternatives;
* Assembly;
* Real-world representat ion, and
* Procedura lization.
.,
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3.2 Design uh!lse
The researcher sha11 now proceed to discuss the imp lementat ion of
the nine steps of the design phase.
3.2.1 Determination of programnc object he
The determination of the development objective serves to provide
the necessary focus for the des ign effort. Based on the problem
identification and analysis, the statement of the general
development objective indicates such factors as the area of
deve lopment effort and the persons and behaviours that are to be
the focus of the intervention.
The programme objective of this study is to develop a skills
-
oriented divorce programme to assist individuals going through the
process of divorce.
3.2.2 Identification of innovation requirements.
In this step further requirements for the innovation are
determined. For example where the objective of the development is
to develop a skills oreiented proqranme for individuals going
through the process of divorce, the further requirements
ident ifled are:
'It That the programe must focus on skIlls that wi11 affect the
.,
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the coping ability of individuals going through a divorce.
.. The progranvne must be structured in such a way that it can be
presented in one hour sess ions.
.. The programme focuses sped f ica lly on employees work ing for
customer organizations.
.. The programme must idea lly be presented in a group forum.
However it should be flexible in so far as to be utilized in
indivldua 1 therapy as well.
3.2.3 Identificat'ion of design problems.
A design problem is an aspect of the helping strategy that is
undeveloped, unspecified, or otherwise unreso lved, the solution of
wh Ich wi 11 fac il itate the ach ievement of the developmenta1
object Ive.
Design problems identified by the researcher are whether to use
skills central to the phenomenon of coping with divorce, and If so
what specific sk i11s should be se lected.
3.2.4 Selection of inforlllcltton resources
Se lectlon of the informat Ion resources is important because it 1s
here that the des i9n problems are connected wi th the bas Ie
information that can aid in their solutton. In this study the
researcher's information resources consisted of a literature
'I
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rev lew centra I to the phenomena of coping with divorce and
consultation wHh experts regarding divorce.
3.2.5 Gathering and processing Inronaatlon
Upon select Ing the sources the researcher then gathered
Informatlon from them, and recorded, stored and evaluated the
1nformatlon for subsequent process Ing.
3.2.6 Generation and selection solution alternatives
In addition to any good Ideas that mayhave evolved earlier, the
processing of data should have produced several potential
solut ions. Several possible solut ions that the researcher had to
choose from were to only focus on self-esteem, developIng a
positive attitude and parenting In the prograllllle, or to focus on
positive attitudes, self-esteem, communication, declsion·maklng,
and building meaningful relationships of which the researcher •
chose the latter as it addresses the predominant effects of
divorce.
3.2.7 AsseJllb ly
The elements to be assembled range from small tact Ics to larger
clements such as new techniques of Intervention. Whatever the
size, the elements must be combined in the light of the
development objective. The researcher did this by lIICans of
drafting a written statement of the programe proposal.
-,
* Module 4:
* Module 5:
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Conrnun lea t lon, (see appendIx A, sect Ion 4 ); and
Building meaningful relationships (see appendix A,
section 5).
- Module 1 (see appendix A, section 1)
The aim of module one Is to enable individuals to develop and
enhance a positive attitude about divorce.
The skills steps followed in this module are identified as
fo llows:
* Informing individua ls as to how aU itudes affect behaviour (see
appendix A, section 1.3);
* Individuals identifying their attitudes towards divorce (see
appendix A, section 1.4.1);
* Identifying and modifying negative, irrational attitudes about
divorce, and replacing them with positive, enhancing attitudes
(see appendix A, section 1.4.2); -t
* Individuals identifying their purpose and motive in life (see
appendix A, sect Ion 1.4.3); and
* Individuals identifying and selecting positive enjoyment
activities (see appendix A, section 1.4.4).
Module 2 (see appendix A, section 2)
The aim of module two is to enable individuals to develop and
enhance a positive self-esteem. The skills steps followed are:
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• Identifying the difference between a positive and a negal ivl'
se lt-esteemt see appendix A, section 2.2);
• Understanding how self-esteem is developed (see appendix A,
section 2.3.1);
* Identifying how individuals see themselves by identifying their
positive attributes (see appendix A, section 2.3.2 exercise
one) i
* Identifying negat Ive, self-defeating thoughts about self and
replacing them with positive, self-enhancing thoughts (see
appendix A, section 2.3.3 ); and
• Reciting steps to aa tntatn a positive self-esteem (see appendix
A, section 2.3.4).
Module 3 (see appendix A, section 3)
The aim of module three is to enable individuals to i!"lplement
skills so :IS to enhance decision-making skills. The skills steps
followed in this module are as follows:
• Identifying individuals' styles of decision-mak ing (see
appendix A, section 3.3.1);
• Understanding the difference between internal and external
locus of control and how it affects declsion-mak Ing (see
appendix A, section 3.3.2) and
k Understanding and ImplcII'llnting the five steps of thp.
'I
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decision-mak ing strategy (see appendix A, section 3.3.3).
Module 4 (see appendix A, section 4)
The aim of module four Is to enable individuals to develop and
imp lemont sk ills so as to enhance effective cOlllllun ication. The
sk I 11 s steps fallowed in this programme are:
* Understanding the communication process (see appendix A,
section 4.3);
* Individuals identifying their conmuntcauen styles (see
appendix A, section 4.3.1);
* Responding to statements so as to express feelings (see
appendix A, section 4.3.2); and
* Identifying and evaluating individuals' listening habits (see
appendix A, section 4.3.3).
Module 5 (see appendix A, section ~)
The aim of this session is to enable individuals to implement
sk ills so as to develop and ma inta in meaningful relationships.
The skills steps followed are:
* Understanding the Importance of friendships (see appendix A,
section 5.3);
* Understanding and Identifying the opportunities of being single
(sec appendix A, section 5.3.1);
**
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Identifying important existing support systems (see appendix A,
sectlon 5.3.'2);
Implementing skills to enable individuals to make new friends
(see append ix At section 5.3.3); and
Gaining knowledge regardln9 the do's and dont's of developing
an intimate new relationship (see appendix A, section 5.3.4).
5.4 SIUmnary
In this chapter the researcher has focused on the design phase of
the DR&U model. The nine steps of th i sphase were identified and
discussed with specific reference to the development of the CWO
programme.
last ly the researcher gave a brief overview of the five modules of
the CWO proqranme . The comp leted programme can be found In
appendix A.
tl
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ttiAPTER FOUR
PILO! IHPLEH£NTATIOH AND EVAI UAIION: FlNQINGS
4.1 Introduction
This study has been undertaken within the framework of the
Deve lopmenta 1 Research and Ut11 i za t ion model of Thomas (1981).
This model involves those methods by which social techonology is
analyzed, designed, developed and evaluated.
In this chapter the researcher will focus on the developmental
phases of this model with specific reference to the pilot
implementat ion and evaluation of the CWO programme.
4.2 Pilot imolementaton ami_evaluation
The researcher will proceed with a discussion of the pilot
implementation and evaluation of the Coping With Divorce (CWO)
programme:
4.2.1 Pilot implementation
The pilot implementation of the CWO progranme cons Isted of a
group of four individuals who were eHher In the process of
divorcing or already divorced. All four Individuals attended
the CWO programme over a four week period. The findings of the
implementation will now be discussed.
-I
c: ...
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* Select ion of group members
1he CWU prcqrarrvne was marketed to a 11 employees of 10 customer
organizat Ions of the Witwatersrand Centre for Human Development.
Individuals interested in attending the progralMle were requested
to make provis iona 1 book Ings. The a im was to conduct at least
two pilot implementations of the prograllllle based on the
quasi-experimental control group design. Ilowever, only seven
individuals responded to the prograrrvne of which four registered
to attend. Due to the llmi ted number of respondents it was
dec ided to only conduct one p110t imp lementatton of the programme
for the purpose of thIss tudy.
The profile of respondents is indicated in table 4.1. The
respondents consisted of three fema les and one male. Respondents
fe 11 in the 35 and older age category. All four respondents are
full time employees working for customer organisations of the
Witwatersrand Centre for Human Development. All four respondents
are English. Only respondent 4 does not have any children. All
four respondents are either in the process of divorcing or are
already divorced.
·t
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1able 4.1 prof 11«: of r~svQ1HJ!llill
..............................................................................................................................
IRES 1· IRES 2 IRIS 3 IRIS 4
••••••••••••••• +••••.••••+•••••••••••••+•••••••••• +••••••••••••
AGE 137 152 138 140
••••••••••••••• +.••••••••+•••••••••••••+•••••••••• +••••••••••••
SEX IFEMALE IHALE IfEMALE I FEMALE
••••••••••••••• +••••••••• +•••••••••••••+•••••••••• +••••••••••••
MARllAl STATUS IDIVORCED IOIVORC ING IDIVORCED ISEPARATED
_•••••.•••• _._-+ •••••••••+•••• __ ••••••• +•••••••••••••••••••••••
OCCUPATION /SECRETARYIQUALITY ISECRETARY IR£S£ARCU
TECtiNOLOGIS.T OffiCER
,,- ••••••••• _•• _+ ••••••••• +._ •••• _. _••••••••••••••• +••••••••••••
LANGUAGE IENGLISH I ENGLISH I£NGUS.. IENGLISH
•. _.••.•••• -.-.+ ••.•.•••.+.. -.-._-_ .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CllIlOREN 12 12 13 INON£'
........... ---- --_ - .
• RES • RESPONDENT
• Progress of the progranme
'1
The impJementat ion of the CWO prograllllle consisted of four
sessions. These sessions were conducted over a four week period.
The sessIons were presented at the Witwatersrand Centre for
Human Oeve lopment durIng emp loyees' lunch hour (l3HOO • 14HOO).
• SessIon 1
At the beglnn Ing of the sess Ion respondents started off by
completing the required administrative forms for persons
attending a programe at the centre. Thereafter respondents were
requested to complete the Heimlcr Scale of Social Functioning
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(HSSF). the Hudson index of se 1f -es teem. and the Perception of
Knowledge andSk i l Is (PKS) questionnaire before initiating any
discuss Ions. The rationale of th i s was to ensure that
respondents responses to the quest ionnaires would not be
influenced in any way. The abovementioned administration took
approximately 35 minutes.
The aim of the programme namely to equip respondents with skills
so as to enhance their funct ioning during and after the divorce
as well as an overview of the sessions was then discussed.
The researcher then proceeded to discuss the a im of module one.
name ly to equ ip respondents with sk ills so as to develop end
enhance positive attitudes. Respondents were requested to
identify negat ive attitudes they had regarding divorce and how
this has impacted on their functioning (see section 1.3.1 of
appendix A). This was preceded by a presentat ion on how
negat ive att ttudes impact on funct ioning and ski 11s that can
enhance a posit Ive attitude. The researcher then gUided
respondents through an exercise in which they ident tried negative
thoughts and how. by means of cognit ive restructuring, they could
adapt these att i tudes so as to be more pos it ive (section 1.3.2 of
appendix A). Respondents were then given a home assignment
regarding pos Ittve enjoyment.
-I
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The duratIon of session 1 was 1 hour and 15 minutes. It
proceeded for' lonqer than expected due to the administrative
detail that had to be completed at the be9inning of this session.
Sess Ion 2
The session started off with a review of session 1 and feedback
from respondents regard inq the home assignment. The researcher
then proceeded to discuss the a im of module 2 namely to equ ip
respondents with skills so as to enhance positive self·esteem.
The relevance of this session was discussed in so far as the
impact of negative self-esteem on functioning is concerned and
how self-esteem is often negatively effected by the process of
divorce. Respondents were encouraged to discuss how they
perceived their self-esteem and what effect divorce has had on
their self-esteem. The researcher then proceeded to discuss
various skills to enhance self-esteem (section 2.3 of appendix
A), whereafter respondents were gu Ided through an exercise to
enhance pos i t ive thoughts about the ir self. Respondents were then
given a home ass Ignment in wh ich they cont Inued to identify
negative thoughts about self and wh~re they would change these
thoughts so as to be more positive and self·enhancing. lastly
respondents were requested to eva luate the process of the
programme so far by completing an evaluation questionnaire (see
appendix u.
'1
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Session 3
At the beqininq of this session the researcher reviewed session 2
and asked respondents to give feedback regarding the home
assignment. The aim of module 3 was discussed namely to
equip respondents with skills to enhance effective
decision-making. The importance of effective decision-making
dur ing the time of divorce was discussed. The respondents were
then asked to identify their general styles of decision-making
(sectlon 3.3.1 of appendix A), and to evaluate how effective
these styles usually are. The researcher then proceeded to
discuss a model of decision-making followed by an exercise
completed by the respondents in wh ich they followed the steps of
the mode l in order to make a decision regarding a specific
t ssue (section 3.3.2 appendix A).
Respondents were then given a home ass ignment to complete in
which they would apply the de:cision-making steps to another real
1ife decision that needs to be made.
Session 4
Sess ion four was the last ses s ion of the prograrmte and focused on
effective communication skills (module 4, appendix A) and
building meaningful relationships (module 5. appendix A). The
ses s lon started off by reviewing the previous session and home
-I
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assignment completed by respondents the previous week. the
researcher then discussed the importance of effect tve
cosmuntcat ton and how this linked with building meaningful
re lationships. Respondents were requested to conrnent on their
qenera l style of convnunication, specifically during the time of
divorce. as we 11 as the effect ivenes s of these styles (section
4.3. appendix A). The researcher then discussed the importance
of effective listening and responding,' identifying feelings. and
send Ing messages. The researcher then focused on the importance
of meaningful relationships especially in light of a tendency of
diminished support systems during the time of divorce (section
5.3.1, appendix A). Respondents were then requested to identify
existing support systems and then proceeded to discuss a
step-by-step plan as how to build meaningful support systems
and re lationsh i ps.
The session was cone luded by respondents giv ing verba1 feedback
regarding their perceptions of the programme as well as
comp leting the questlonna Ires comp leted during sess ion 1 (see
appendix B.C.D).
4.2.2 Evaluation of implclIK!ntaUon
4.2.2.1 Process evaluation
.1
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Evaluation during the implementat ion of the CWO prograllJlle
consisted of feedback from respondents during and after sessions.
the researchers' observations and an evaluation questionnaire
(see append ix E) completed by respondents.
Respondents at tended the sess ions on a regular bas Is. During
sess ion 3 respondent 2 was unab le to attend the sess Ion due to
work commitments, however he did attend an individual session
with the researcher regarding sess ion 3. It is important to
ment ion here that the researcher was able to implement the CWO
programme in individual therapy as well. The content of the
programme was followed and applied, although the individual
therapy was less structured than ina group set t ing and the
respondent was able to share more personalized information in
individual therapy.
Respondents' interaction during the sessions was satisfactory, to
a point where the time allocated for each session was
insufficient due to respondents hav inq to go back to their work
place after one hour of their lunch time. Respondents completed
their home assignments and indicated that they found these
assignments to be beneficial. According to the verbal feedback
from respondents and the eva luat ion questlonna ire they completed,
they found the pr09rarmle to be re 1evant to theIr current
-,
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s Huatlon and that it enab led them to enhance their knowledge and
skills regarding coping with divorce.
4.2.2.2 Outcome evaluation
In the pilot evaluation of the prograllllle the researcher made use
of quantitative methods. The quantitative findings of this study
namely the outcome of the Heimler Scale of Social functioning
(Van Zyl, 1986) Hudson Index of Self-esteem (Hudson, 1981), and
PKS Quest ionna ire (dove loped by the researcher) wi 11 now be
discussed.
(a) Shift in significant categories of lffe satisfaction
The sat isfact ion level of respondents was measured before
implementat ion of the progranrne and on complet Ion of the
prograrrme by means of the Heimler Scale of Social functioning
{Van Zyl, 1986}.
Host people in society have a positive mean score between 72 and
79. A score of 60 and above indicates a person who is able to
function in society without the support of professionals. If the
pos it ive mean score Is between 36 and 60 the person is able to
functton with heavy reliance on famtly and friends or
'1
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professiona Is to cope with the cur-rent situation. Where the
pas it ive mean' score is between 0 and 36 the ind tvidua1 Is In need
of concentrated supporting re lationsh ips. protection or
ass istance.
Table 4.2 ShLfUILPositivr 1!l.~',ln score (PMS) cite90rje~
I PRE·TEST I POST-TEST I DIFFERENCE
.·.······-----t·.··-·-···-· .. t-----·····-t·----···-··· ....
RESPONDENT I I 44 I 46 I +2
·······-------t--····-···--··t---·--·····t---·-··-···· ....
RESPONDENT 2 I 34 I 20 I -14
·········--··-t·····-···-····+--·---···-·t·----·······.- ..
RESPONDENT 3 I 48 I 49 I +1
········-·----t·-··-·-··-·---t--··-····-·t----·-·--··· ....
RESPONDENT 4 I 81 I 75 1-6
··-······---·-t····--····_-·-t---··-·····t·---·-·--··· .. -.
AVERAGE I 52 I 48 I
Respondent 1 and 3's P~lS fell within the category of heavy
rel iance on family, friends or professionals during the pre-test
and post-test. Respondent 2's PHS indicates concentrated
supportive ass i stance. At the start of the CWO programne
respondent 2 was extensively involved in psycho-social
counselling as well as psychiatric intervention. Furthermore
respondent 2 was displaying symptoms of depression and had been
hospltlliscd in a psychiatric ward f'or treatment two weeks prior
to the Imp lementatlon of the proqranme. Given the c trcumstances
-,
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mean score be 50 or more). A low frustrat Ion score may be an
indication of denial of frustration. or a lack of frustratton
that may lead to staqnat ion.
Table 4.3 Shift in frustraUQ.nJ~atjsfactiQn ratios
[Pre-test IPost-test] DIFFERENCE
........ -- -,- .. - ---t- ---.. - - -. - - -+---. --. ··t- - -- -. ---.....
Rr.spondent 1 I 0.56 I 0.45 I -0.11
········· .. ---·-··t··.···---.-.-+---····-·t·---······· ...
Respondent 2 I 2.20 I 1.40 I ·0.80
---·····-·------·-t·····--------+---··-··-t------·--·- ...
Respondent 3 I 0.85 I 0.80 I -0.05
··········---·--··t·-···--------+---·-····t------·--·· ...
Respondent 4 I 0.28 I 0,'26 I -0.02
·--······--·------t·-·-···------+----···-·t··----·-··· ...
AVERAGE 10.97 I 0.73 I
Respondents 1 and 3's scores indicate that they carry a more
than average load of frustrat ion during the pre- and post-test.
However a slight decrease in frustrat ion was recorded post the
imp lementation of the proqranme thereby indicating a decrease in
the load of frustration experienced by respondent 1 and 3.
Respondent 2's score fell within the severe frustration overload
category during the pre-test and post-test. frustratlon was
predominant in the negat ive index with specific reference to
energy, moods and habits. With specific reference to habits It
is important to note that respondent 2 has been assessed as
consuming large amounts of a lcohol to a point that It Impairs
his function tng. Respondent 4' s frustration/sal tsfaetlon ratio
-I
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fell within the normative frustration level before and after the
programme, A sh1ft of 0.02 was however noted after the
programme,
Table 4.4 llit..lstlr,al significant difference in the pre-test
~1-test frustratio~tlsfactlon.
r TEST I Z VALUE
WILCOXON SIGNED 12.0083
RANKS TEST
I
* SIGNIF leANT AT A 5% LEVEl
I P VALUE
I0.0446*
When the pre- and posttest scores are compared the
frustration/satisfaction ratio is statistically significantly
lower In the post test. However t a lthough an avera 11 improvement
is indicated, respondents l,2,and 3 are still experiencing too
much frustration,
(c) Difference between the Gross Scores and the Base SCOt'CS.
A difference of 6 to 8 points between the gross scores and the
base scores in the positive and negative index respectively,
indicates optimal functioning within the set criteria, A
d ffference of less than 6 po Ints shows a tendency towards
rigidity, and a difference of more than 8 Indicates a degree of
uncertainty, anxiety and ambivalence.
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Table 4.5 Ibe differen.Ql io positive swing
r Post-test IOIFFERENCE I
I· 18
-, Pre-tes t
IRespondent 1 16 =po +4i
IRespondent 2 12 20 +6
r-[Respondent 3 16 18 +2
/Respondent 4 10 14 +4
IAVERAGE
,
The indication is that overall there was an increase in the
positive swing from an average of 14 to to an average of 18 being
indicative of increased uncerta tnty, anxiety and ambivalence (See .1
table 4.5). This increase was also statistically significant (see
tab 1e 4.6). Th is cou ld be due to the cha llenges posed to
respondents as to :iOW to deal with divorce.
Table 4.6 S-t..a.tistical significan.Uiffere.nce in tbe pretest
.llu:-JlMP,rtainty. anxiety and amblyalence.
0.0446*
P VALUE
r I
TESr pVALUE
WILCOXON SIGNfD 2.0083
RANKS TESTL.- I __--' -'
* Significant AT A 5% LEVEL.
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ambivalence in the negative s.,dng.
(d) Comparison between the synthesis (SYH) and the positive lIICan
score (PHS) •
" synt.hesls score within 8 points of the PHS indicates a global
perception within expected limits of realism. A synthesis score
above 8 points of the PMS indicates an opt intst tc global
perception and a synthesis score below 8 points indicates a
pess imlstlc globa1 perception.
label 4.8 ~k.iQ.ants' mov~_.1tfli~ontimism, pessimism
.dllilna 11 sm 1n (l~..$.p~J_oLU.fLv i ews. on ayerage,
I Pre-test I Post-test IDifference
·--··--------·--t··--···-----·-+··-······-·-+·---·-··· ..
Respondent 1 I +16 I +10 1-6
·-··--------···-t··--····------+·-·---·····-t-····--··--
Respondent 2 I +17 I +38 I +21
·--···------·-·-t·-·-··--------+-···-·····-·+--·---···.-
Respondent 3 I +11 I +15 I +4
·-··------------t··--··--------t---······--·t·········--
Respondent 4 1·2 I +3 I +1
-·-·-·---····-·-t··--··--------+·--·····-··-+-····-···.-
AVERAGE I +11 I +16 I
Respondents 1t 2 and 3 were a 11 opt imisttc but unrealistic in the
pre-test as well as the post test (see table 4.8). lhis
unrea l ist Ic view of respondents in respect of life could be due
"
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to respondents opt imlsm about cop inq with divorce. However they
are unlikely to be able to cope effectively at this stage based
on their levels of satisfaction. frustration and anxiety,
amb iva lence and uncertaInty. However shou ld part lc ipants be
evaluated at a later stage one might find that they may become
more realistic once they actually have had sufficient time to
implement their coping skills in various sett incs. Respondent
4's was rea list tc in the pre-test and the post-rest.
(e) Self·Esteem
Participants completed the Hudson (1981) Self·Esteem Index prior
to the CWO programme and on comp 1et ion of the programme. A score
above 30 indicates a problem area that needs attention. Ascore
below 30 indicates a positive se lf'-esteea.
label 4.9 ComDarislQo of self-esteem pre·test and post·test
[Pre-test ,Post·test ,Difference
·-·····.---··.t······.·.----+----- .. ······-+·-· .. --··· ..
RespondentIl 36 I 32 , 4
·······-----·-t-········----+-----·······-·+·-········ ..
Respondent 2 I 45 '38 I 7
·······--·-···t-············+---···········+·-········ ..
Respondent 3 I 49 I 39 1)0
········--····t-········-···+·-············+·········· ..
Respondent 4 I 38 I 23 1)5
........ ······t· +. - •••••••••••• +••• -••••••.•
AVERAGE I 42 '33 I
.1
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Overall respondents' self-esteem increased after being subjected
to the CWO progranvne (see table 4.9). Respondents 1 and 2 only
showed a slight improvement in self-esteem, whereas respondents 3
and 4 showed more of an improved self-esteem. Uowever
respondents.2 and 3 still indica te prob lens regard self -esteem
in the post- test.
Table 4.10 Statistical significant difference in self-esteem in
the pre-test and pOll - test.
TEST
WILCOXON SIGNED
RANKS TEST
Z VALUE
2.0083
P VALUE
0.0446*
* Significant at a 5% level.
Table 4.10 confirms an overa 11 improvement (decrease in scores)
of self-esteem after being subjected to the CWO prograll1lle.
(f) --fert~ptlQD of KOQkdedge and Skllh
Respondents completed the PKS questionnaire (appendix D), prior
to and on completion of the CWO prograllllle. The aim of the
questionnaire was to determine respondents' perception of their
knowledge and skills regarding coping with divorce.
The quest Ions relat Ing to knowledge focused on how respondents
rate their knowledge regarding coping with divorce. The
"
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Questions on sk ills focused on how respondents rate their skills
r eqardtnq coping with divorce.
Part icipants were requested to score themselves according to the
fa llowing sca le ,
2 3 4
po-or-·- --------falr-·----·--
5
good
6 7
excellent
A score between 1 . 28 Ind icales poor knowledge and sk ills,
between 29 . 53 fa ir , between 54 - 79 good. and between 80 -
105 excellent.
Respondents' rat ing of their knowledge and skills is surrrnarlsed
in table 4.11. For a deta t led out 1inc of questions see appendix
E.
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Table 4.13 Statistical signifjcant dliference in_the pre-test
jnd post-test of the perception of respondents
knowledge and sk ills.
--------,.--------,-------,
TEST Z VALUE P VALUE
0.0446*
RANKS TEST
WILCOXON SIGNED 2.0083
'--- ,-L__-.L...__---'
* Significant at a 5% level
The results of the PKS quest ionna ire can be further divided up
into individual scores regarding knowledge and skills. 'I
Questions 1, 2, 6,8,9, 11, 13, and 15 refer to skills.
Quest ions 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 12 and 14 refer to knowledge.
A score between 56 -42 indicates excellent skills, between 41
-29 good, between 28 - 15 fa Ir , and between 14 - I poor.
A score between 49 - 37 indicates excellent knowledge, between
36 - 24 good, between 23 - 11 fa tr , and between 11 - 1 poor.
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Table 4.14 Difference in rCSDQndents perception of sUl..ll
. ()re·test and post·test.
_ -.. --_.- -_. _ - - - - - - - - _. - - - - .
I Pre-test I Post-test IDifference
··············t················+-···········+·--······ ....
Respondent 1 I 19 I 38 I +19
.·.···.·· .. -.. t·.····.···--·---t-.-·······--+·--·---·· ....
Respondent 2 I 27 I 26 1·1
......... ~ . - . - t· - - . - - t - +. - - -.
Respondent 3 I 24 I 37 I +13
......... _. - -. t····· _ - .. - - - t - . - - t· .
Respondent 4 I 34 I 44 I tl0
········--····t··········-···--t············ .. ·--······ ....
AVERAGE I 26 I 36 I
Respondents 1, 3 and 4' s percept ion of their sk ills regard Ing
coping with divorce increased significantly on completion of
the CWO proqranae (See table 4.14). Participant 2's perception
of skills dropped by 1 point. If one compares participant 2's
score of 1ife satisfaction and frustration on the Heimler Scale
th is decrea se cou ld be an indica t ion of the part icipants'
realisation that his initial perception of his skills was
unrealistic and in retrospect his skills were actually
inadequate, and that on comp Ict Ion of the CWO programne his
perception was more realistic. It could be tentatively
concluded that based on the avera 11 average score of
part tclpants that the CWO programme not only enhances
participants' coping skills but also allows
'I
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partlcipants to critically evaluate their existing repertoire
of skills.
Table 4.15 Qifferenun respQf1deots DC~fIUJj2D of kDowled9~
Pr.unsLnQ.iLth.e.-QlQ p(ogral!l!!l?.a.
I Pre-tes t I Post-test I Difference
········--·-··-t·········-····-+············+·-······· ....
Respondent 1 I II I 37 I 26
···.··-·.- ... ·-t.····.·· .. · .. --+ ... ·······.·+.--···.·· ....
Respondent 2 I 21 I 30 I 9
··-······-··--·t-·······-·-··--+············+·-······· ....
Respondent 3 I 19 I .33 I 14
_._ ......•. ---.+ _-_.--+-._ •••••.•••+.- ••••••...••
Respondent 4 I 39 I 46 I 7
·····--··---··-t·····-···-·----+-··········-+········· ....
AVERAGE I 23 I 37 I
A difference of 14 points between the average pre- and post test
score for knowledge is indicated (Sep. table 4.15). Interesting
to note is that participant 2, whose perception of skills
decreased shows an increase in knowledge of 9 points. It can be
tentat ively concluded that the CWO prograllllle enhances
part icipants knowledge regarding coping with divorce as indicated
by an overall average increase of 14 points. Table 4.16 conflrm5
overall improvement (Increase) in respondents' knowledge post the
CWO programme.
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Table 4.16 Statistical significant djfference in the ore· and
post·test [or knowleQ.g{L.
TEST I Z VALUE I P VALUE
·-·················t·········-····+············-
WILCOXON SIGNEO 2.0083 0.0446*
RANKS TEST
* Si~lnlficant on a 5% level.
The follOWing findings regarding each individual respondent is of
note.
* Respondent
Respondent l ' s low level of sat isfact ion pre- and post the CWO
programme can mainly be attributed to financial and personal
areas. The high frustration levels are primarily found In
the personal and mood areas. where respondent} indicated ·,'eellng
depressed. disappointed and insecure in the pre and posttest.
These scores can posslbly be exp la i ned due to the respondents
status as a divorcee who is st ruqq l ing financially and who is
feel ing lonely.
.,
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* Respondent 2
I.ow satisfact ion levels are found in the financial, friendship,
family and personal areas in the pre and posttest. Respondent 2
indicated experiencing financial problems to a point that he is
not financially secure and is not able to live as comfortably as
two years ago. Furthermore tn the friendship, family and
personal areas, respondent 2 indicated in the pre and posttest an
overall feeling of not being understood, and a lack of support
sys terns. The on ly area in wh ich sa t isfact ion is high is the work
area. Frustrat ion pre and post the CWO progranvne is experienced
in all the negative index areas. Respondent 2 indicated in the .1
pre and posttest poor health, namely, headaches and aches and
pains as well as drinking too much, depression and insecurity.
Th ish igh frus tra tion leve1 carre la tes with the respondent's low
level of satisfaction.
• Respondent 3
low levels of satisfaction are primarily evident in the financial
and personal areas, indicating not feeling finacially secure and
lack of support systems. Frustra tion is particularly high in the
energy, moods and personal inf luence negative areas in the pre
and posttest. Of importance is that post the CWO progranme
ru.pondent 3 indicated that she no longer wishes to be dead as
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indicated in the pretest. This could be due to the respondent's
ability to have identified her motive in life and feeling more
capable of coping with divorce.
* Responden t 4
Sa t i sfaction ra t Ios pre and past the CWO progranme fe 11 with in
the norm that most people in soc iety experience. Frustration was
pr imarily focused on the energy. personal influence and mood
areas in the pre and posttest. Post the CWO progranvne respondent
4 indicated no change in the energy area. She still felt
overworked and at times tired. However, post the CWO prograllll1e,
respondent 4 did not feel disappointed by people she trusted, and
no longer felt that circumstances were against her. It could be
possible that respondent 4's locus of control shifted from telng
less externa 1 to being more interna 1 where she accepted more
responsibilty for events rather than blaming others.
Overa11 It can be cone luded tha t respondents genera lly
experienced low satisfaction in the financial and personal
positive insides. Frustration in all four respondents was mainly
focused In the energy, moods and persona 1 Influence negative
areas. It could be poss ible that the above tendencies depict a
general profi Ie of persons g( ing through the crisis of divorce.
.,
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Furthermore it can be concluded that although no significant
shift in norms may have been indicated in specific areas,
specific changes such as no longer wishing to be dead are very
important.
4.3 SJllJ!l11ill
In th is chapter the researcher focu sed on the p110t
implementation and evaluation of the CWO progranvne. This phase
can be described as the third phase of the OR&U model.
Development is the process by which a progranme is implemented
and used on a trial basis, tested for its adequacy, refined and
redesigned as necessary (Thomas 1981).
Section 4.2.1 focused on the p110t implementation of the
progranme. The selection of the respondents was discussed,
fo 1lowed by a prof ile of the respondents. The researcher then
proceeded to discuss the progress of the four sess ions which
focused on the implementation of the five modules of the CWO
progranvne.
Section 4.2.2 focused on the process and outcome evaluation.
Based on the findings of the process evaluation it can be
cone luded that overa 11 respondents found the programc to be
.1
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relevant and meaningful. Furthermore it can be tentatively
cone luded tha t the CWO progranvne can be Implemented in a group
context as well as In individual therapy. lastly, due to time
constra ints, it is Important tha t the progranvne be implemented
during one hour sessIons. As th i s time was foun1 to be
inadequate, it might be necessary to lengthen the number of
sessions.
The outcome evalliation was implemented by means of the
assoc tat tonal one group pretest posttest design. The instruments
ut i1 Ised by the researcher cons i s ted of the He imler Scale of "
Scocial Functioning (Van Zyl 1986), the Hudson Index of
SeIf-esteem (Hudson 1981), and the Perception of Knowledge and
Sk ills quest ionna Ire.
The results of the pilot eveluat ion indicated that overall
respondents' sa ti sfactton rema ined low in the pre and posttest,
except In the case of respondent 4 whose satisfaction pre and
post the CWO progranme fell in the category that most people In
soc iety fall into. A statistically significant difference in the
pre and posttest of frustration indicated overall a decrease In
frustration, although high levels of frustratton were still
experienced by respondents 1,2 and 3 post the programme. Overall
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swing post the programme, indicat inq increased anx lety,
uncertainty a~d ambivalence. However, in the negative swing no
significant decrease or increase in respondents 1.2 and 4'5
levels of anxtety, uncertainty and ambivalence was noted.
Respondents 1,2 and 3 were all unrea listie. optimistic in the
pre and pcst t est , whereas respondent 4 was realistic in the pre
and posttest. Overall respondents' self-esteem improved after
being subjected to the CWO programme, although respondent 2 and 3
still indicated slight problems with self-esteem in the posttest.
lastly a statistical significant difference :n the pre and post
test overall indicates that respondents' perception of their
knowledge and sk i lIs regard ing cop ing with divorce improved.
In chapter five that follows the researcher will make conclusions
and recommendat ions regarding th i s study. 'I
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tuAeTER f IYE
WlitLUSION AND REtOMHENOAIUUi~
5.1 IntrQductlim
In this chapter conclusions emanating from this study are
discussed. These conclusions are drawn from the
imp lementa tI on of the ana lys is, des ign and deve Iopnent phase of
the DR&U model. In light of the conclusions specific
reconvnendations are made regarding this study.
5.2 ~M
5.2.1 Achievement of the aim and objectives of this study
The researcher sha11 now proceed to identify the a im and
objectives of this study and discuss whether they were achieved.
* Aim of the study
To develop a Coping with Divorce prograJlllle, to implement the
programme on a trial basis, and to evaluate this progranme.
The researcher achieved this goal by systematically Implementing
the first three phases of the DR&U model of Thomas (1981);
namely the analysis, design and deve lopaent phase.
* Objectives of this study
'I
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To Identify and describe from 1iterature aspects central to
the phenomena of cop ing wi th divorce.
The researcher acnleved this objective by reviewing llterature
centra1 to the phenomena of cop ing with divorce, and through
consultat ion with experts in the field of divorce. The
researcher ma inly made use of 11tvrature from abroad as South
African literature Is limited. This objective was achieved by
implementing the analysis phase of the OR&U model as outlined
in chapter 2.
To des ign a tra iner and tra inee manua 1 of the CWO programme.
The researcher was able to achieve this objective by Implemen-
t ing the des i9n .phase of the OR&U model. The results of this
are set out in appendix A.
To conduct a pilot implementation and evaluation of the CWO
programme in order to evaluate whether the social functioning
self-esteem. knO\!l~dge and skills regarding coping with
divorce of respondents was affected after the CWO progranrne.
The researcher was able to meet this objective by implementing
the development phase of the OR&U model. The findings
emanat Ing from th Is phase are set out in chapter 4.
5.2.2 literature study: Conclus ions
Researchers have described divorce as an emottonal crisis that
affects individuals In various ways. The complex ramlflcatlons
'I
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Overa 11 respondents expressed that they found the CWO prograllllle
to be relevant and beneficial for their current situation. It
can therefore be cone luded tha t the CWO progral111le addressed the
needs of the respondents.
5.2.4.2 Outcome evaluation
Respondents' levels of sat isfacl ion were all below the positive
mean score of most people in soc iety, except for respondent 4.
Overall respondents' satisfaction did not increase post the CWO
progranvne.
Respondents indicated an Improvement in the pre and posttest
regarding coping with frustration effectively. How'...ver
respondents' 1, 2 and 3 sti 11 exper ienced too much frustrat ion
after being subjected to the CWO prograllllle. It can be conluded
that although respondents were able to implement skills so as to
lower their levels of frustration, they still need to focus on
further Implementatlon of skills so as to lower the level of
frustrat Ion.
Overa 11 respondents ind lcatcd anx lely, uncerta Inty and
ambivalence in the pre and pcst tes t . Diffuse anxiety,
amb iva lence and uncertalnty was 1nd Icated with repsondcnts J, 3
-I
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and 4, whereas this was localised in the negative swing with
respondent 2. Anxiety, uncertainty and ambivalence in the
positive swing increased post the CWO progranme. It could be
concluded that this increase is due to the challenges posed to
respondents as how to effectively cope with divorce.
Respondents indicated an overall improvement in self-esteem post
the CWO programme. This is confirmed by a statistically
significant difference in self-esteem in the pre and posttest.
It can therefore be concluded that there is an association
between enhanced self-esteem and the CWO programme.
Respondents' perception of their knowledge and sk ills regarding
coping with divorce indicated a statistically significant
difference in the pre and posttes t. It can be concluded that the
CWO programme enabled respondents to enhance their skills and
knowledge regarding coping with divorce.
lastly it can be concluded that although no statistical
significant di ffercnce in some areas was identified, individual
changes such as feeling more secure, less depressed or not
Wishing to die any more are important changes that need to be
taken into account when focus tng on the outcome of the prograRllle.
'I
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5. 3 Becomrneontlons.
1. The Cop i ng With 0ivorce progranvne needs to be imp lemented and
evaluated more extensively so as to make more reliable
conclus ions regarding the va1idity of the programe.
2. During future implementations and evaluations of the CWO
programme it should be str ived to evaluate the prograll1lle
accord in9 to the quas i-exper imenta1 with control group
method.
3. Research and programme availability in respect of skills to
enhance divorcing individuals' social functioning in South
Africa ; spoor. Social Workers are urged to take up this
cha l1enge and to produce research for the future genera tion
of social workers so as to enable them to effectively
enhance their client population's social functioning.
4. South Africa has a high divorce rate. The need for the
Coping With Divorce prograrrvnc f lows from th is phenomena.
The focus in the future however should be placed on
prevent ion or minimising the current divorce rale in South
Africa. This undoubtedly will he a challenge for all Social
Workers.
.,
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5 •4 CJ1J1UDl
oIvorcc Is a phenomena on the increase In South Afrlca. The
effects of divorce arc dlver .o ranging froll dhalnlshed
so1f-cstoem, 111 hca lth and even su IeIde.
Social Workers are equ tppnd with skills to enable Individuals to
enhance their social functioning, especially during the crisis of
divorce, In light of minimis lng and. effectively coping with the
crisis of divorce.
This study has In some ways proven that this is possible. The
future objective would be to further vaHdate this.
.1
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APPEND IX l\
HIE COPING WITH DIVORCE PROGRAMME
TRAINER AND TRAINEE MANUAL
-I
COPING WITH DIVORCE PROGRAMME
TRA INER MANUAL
CONTENTS:
1. POSITIVE ATTITUDES
2. SELr ·ESTEEM
3. DECISION·MAKING
4 • COMMUN ICAlION
5. BUILDING MEANINGFUL RElATIONSHIPS
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MODUl E Q~E - pas I II VE AlII TUDES
1. QJECIIYE
To enable individuals to develop and enhance a positive attitude
about the tr divorce by:
• informing individuals as how attitudes affect behaviour;
• Individuals identifying their attitudes about divorce;
• identifying and modifying negative. irrational attitudes about
divorce, and replacing them with positive, enhancing attitudes.
• Individuals identifying their motive in life; and
* individuals identifying and selecting positive enjoyment
activities.
1.1 SOCIALIZATION
1. Introduce self
2. Set the tone of an informal, relaxed atmosphere.
3. Let indivldual(s) introduce self.
1. 2 OYERALL PERSPECTI YE
1. Ask individual(s) why they are attending the progranwne?
2. What does he/she/they expect from the programme?
3. As indivldual(s) reply to questions asked, reflect
briefly In a positive manner what individual(s) have
shared with you.
4. As the indiv idua 1(s) express expectations be acutely
.,
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aware of how these do or do not fit into the progralmlc
context and share th is with the Indtvtdua1(5).
5. Discuss the aim of module one.
1.3 BE.VI EW
Divorce can affect individuals In various ways. lhe effects
range from diminished hea lth and self -esteem, to inadequate
parenting, negativity and ineffective cORVllunicatlon. The
effects of divorce vary in respect of an Individuals ability
to cope with divorce.
In this programme individuals will be taught various skills
so as to enhance coping during the crisis of divorce, thereby
enhancing well-being and overall functioning. In addition
the skills taught to individuals can be used in other
situations other than coping with divorce.
1.4 THE CRISIS OF DIVOBCE
Divorce is a crisis that affects individuals in various ways.
Acrisis Is a serious disturbance of the emottonal stability
or of established patterns of behaviour that an Individual is
unable to cope with. Individuals experience various crises
throughout life such as; the loss of a loved one,
unemployment, retrenchment, Illness or a serious accident.
-,
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occur such as a promot ion a t work or the unexpected news of a
baby. What is howevcr important Is how individuals cope
with a crisis. Often individuals experience that they do not
have the necessary cop inq sk i 11s to dea 1 with a crls is
cffecUvely. This thcn delays the chaos that a crisis can
provoke.
ElEill.S.UlliE
Ask individual(s) to list various crises they have
cxpcrlenced and how they managed to cope with them.
---- -----,-._-----._-- --------_.-._._---
The conclusion should be drawn that although mankind may be
confronted with various cr i ses In life we do have the
Inherent power to take control and deal with a crisis.
1.4.1 POSlTIYE ATTITUDES
An attitude is the way we think about and what we believe
regard Ing various aspects of our life. We a 11 have att Hudes
about various Issues such as; your attitude towards smoking,
religion, money, sport, culture and so on. Our attitudes
about certain Issues determine how we view them, what we
'I
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th ink and feel about thcm and whcther we enjoy them or not.
Shou ld you for examp le have a negative att itude towards
jogging, thcn you will find it extremely difficult to run one
kilometer. However should you have a positive attitude
towards jogging thcn you will find it is more rewarding and
cnjoyable to run one kilometer.
In the same light should you expericnce divorce as a time to
grow and develop your potent ia 1 in life, then you will find
It much eas ler to cope wi th divorce.
~XERC ISf TWO
Ask individual(s) the following question:
WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE ABOUT YOUR DlVORCE?
Write down whatever comes to mind.
----_._----------
Discuss ions with respect to the above exercise should be
encouraged wIth a view to determine whilt an individual(s)
attitude towards divorce is.
The cone lus ion shcu ld be drawn that lnd Ividua ls may
cxpcrience var io-is attitudes towards divorce. Some attitudes
-,
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may be pos it Ive and others negative. Should att nudes be
negative then the following session will equip individual(s)
with skills to develop and enhance a positive attitude.
1.4.2 COGNITiVE RESJRUCIURING AND POSIIIVE ATTITUDES
The presence of negative statements and other irrational
thoughts about oneself and about situat ions in one's internal
dialogue stimulates self-dafeating attitudes and behaviour.
Such behaviour makes it difficult to cope with a crisis and
generates anxiety and stress.
Examples of irrational thoughts are:
* Extreme thinking / all or non categories.
"I will never be happy now that I am divorcing".
• Rejecting positives / ignoring or dismissing evidence that
you are okay.
"Noth in9 good will come out of this dlvorcel"
• Think in9 in shoulds / mak in9 unreasonable demands on
yourse If.
"I should have been a better husband/wife then this
divorce would never have taken place".
• Exaggeration / magnifying the importance of something.
"I cannot ltve without my ex-spouse!"
'1
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These cognitive errors lead to automatic irrational thoughts
and negative att Itudes , that prevent individua 15 froID
achieving their goals and being able to cope with divorce
effect ively.
If we have these types of negat iv.e, irrat ional thoughts about
divorce, then one way to rid ourselves of them Is to use
cognitive restructuring. In this way we identify and analyze
our thoughts, and if negative and irrational we transform them
into positive self-enhancing thoughts and attitudes.
EXERC I SE THREE
1. Identify an irrational, negative thought about your
divorce.
For example, "Now that I am divorcing I will be lonely and
never go out".
2. Ask yourself if th is s ta tcment is rea lly ra tiona1,
pas it ive and true?
3. If not thcn ask yourself why you had this thought in the
first place. For example "1'11I scared of starting over and
I am not sure that I will cope".
4. Try to replace your initial negative thought with a IlOre
pas it ive statcment. For example "Even though I am
l "' ~vu
divorcing I will cope and will meet new people and
therefore will not allow myself to become lonely",
S. Ident ify five more negative, irrattona 1 thoughts about
divorce and repeat steps two to four.
1.4.3 MQTlVE IN LIE[
Motive in life refers to what a parson wants out of life and
the purpose of an individual's existence. Motive In l ife act
as a driving force that f ac t l ttates our growth and development.
If an individual does not have a motive in life, then the
purpose of existence becomes unclear and no direction or vision
of the future will be made clear.
We all need to have a clearly determined motive in life, that
will continuously inspire us to grow. Should an individual
have no mot ive in 1He then 1 i fe becomes meaningless, empty and
fut l le ,
EXERC I SE fQUR
Determine your mot ive in 1ife. Ask yourself the following
questtons. If you answer these questions honestly it should
help you to understand your own motive in life.
A. State the three to five most meaningful things that you have
so far done in your 1ife.
---- --------- --------------_. ---------------
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1. _- . _
2. . . _
3.
4.
5. . _
B. Why do you cons lder these th Inqs as mos t mean inqfu l?
C. How would you describe a meaningful day?
D. What would you like to achieve in life? Answer this
question by completing the following sentence.
"At the end of my 1ife I would like to be able to S2y:
Eo Write down your motive in life?
.,
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F. Is th i s what you rea11y want from 1ife?
-------------------------- --- --------,-
1.4.4 £.QSITIVE EN,lQYMEN! AND A PQSITIVE AITITUQ.E
Another strategy for developing a positive attitude includes
becoming positively addicted to a new activity. The concept of
a pos iti ve add ictlon suggests tha t certain phystea1 or menta 1
activities, when done regularly, become addictive In a positive
way and enhance coping abilities when faced with a crises.
Activities such as running, relaxation exercise or riding a
bike, when done ~egularly and chosen freely can have a positive
and soothing effect. Anything a person chooses to do that
meets the following six criteria contributes to a positive
addict ion, and wi 11 have a favourable impact on an in,llvidua 1t
namely: .,
* It is a non-competitive activity to which one devotes not
more than an hour a day.
* It is easy to do and does not take a great deal of mental
effort.
* It can be done alone and does not depend on others.
* The one do Ing it be 1ieves it has some phystea1, mental or
spiritual value,
* The one doing it bel ieves that he/she will improve as a
111
result of performing the activity, and
• It can be done unaccompanied by criticism.
1.4.5 1l0ME ASSl.G.HMOO
The aim of the following exercise is to engage yourself In
some act lvtt les that are fun, enjoyable and positive.
Research has proven that poop le that who are depressed tend
not to engage In activities that may simply be called fun,
whereas non-depressed persons do. pne of the most successful
Intervent Ions for depress Ion and coping with a crises and
negative attitudes consists of engaging in activities which
they consider to be fun, and this often results in lessening
the severity of depression and the lack of meaning on life.
Read the list of activities itemized below, and decide how
much fun each is for you.
o• NO FUN
1 • SOME FUN
2 • LOTS OF FUN
Once a 11 items are rated, se lect some of the 1- or 2- rated
ones to engage In. Try to do at least one each day. If
possible, do more than one. Once a week, try to plan which
activities you will do on which days of the week. Remember,
do at least one a day.
'1
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Ten categories of activ i ties have been selected. This by no
means exhausts all possibilities. Feel free to add new
categories that are not listed!
NATURE
Backpack in9
Wa lking outdoors
Activities associated with the sea
Mounta in-c l imbing
Camp ing
Studying animals in their natural habitat
Observ ing natural beauty
Going on a picnic
Canoe ing/ra ft Ing
MONEY
Eating in an expensive restaurant
Dressing up
Buying something special for yourself
Contributing money to a favor ite cause or charity
Buying something special for someone else
SPORTS
Watch ing a sports match on TV
It
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Lifting weights
Going on a ~ishing trip
Going on a hunting trip
Playing a team sport
Taking a bicycle ride or trip
Playing your favorite individual sport
RECREATION
Fishing
Hunting
Going to a sports event
Going to a party
Going on a vacation
Having a party
Going for a drink with a fr i end
COMMUN lTV INVOl VEMENT
Being active in church affairs
Reading your local newspaper
Writ ing a letter to the ed i tor of the loca1 newspaper
Recycl ing paper and glass products
Visiting the sick, being a hospital volunteer
Vo lunteer in9 your services to communHy agencies
.,
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INTELLECTUAL
Read ing
Writing
Visiting the local library
Keep ing a journa1
Working on riddles, puzzles, prob~ems
Performing or practicing music
Attend Ing lectures, work shops or classes
CULl URAL
Attending a live musical event
Attending a play
listening to recorded music
Visiting a museum
Attending a reading circle
Attending a discussion or lecture
1.5 SUMMARY Of MODULE ONE
During session one we focused on developing a positive
attitude. The follOWing issues were addressed:
• What is a positive attitude,
• What is your att Itude towards divorce,
• Cognitive restructuring and positive attitudes,
• Motive in life and positive attitudes, and
• cons trucrrve enjoyment and posIlive aU itudes.
'1
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During module two we wi 11 focus on developing and enhancing
pos it ive self -esteem wh ich further enhances funct ioning during
the crisis of divorce.
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HOlMLl.WO - SELF -ElliOt
Z-.-QBJECT IVE
To enable individuals to develop end enhance a positive
sclf-esteem by:
* identifying the differnce between a positive and a negative
se lr-estnen:
* understanding how self-esteem is developed;
* Identifying how Individuals see themselves, identifying
their positive attributes;
* identifying negative, se If -defeating thoughts about self
and replacing them with positivc, self-enhancing thoughts;
* reciting steps to maintain a positive self-esteem.
ZI 1 OVERAll PERSPECII VE
1. Review of the prev i ous module,
2. Fac 11 itate discuss ion and questions regarding the
previous module and home assignment,
3. Discuss the aim of module two.
2.2 REVIEW
Do you at times feel incompetent and do you believe other
people view you negatively? Do you at times feel that
you are a "no gooder" and that you cannot cope with
life. If you frequently do feel this way then It will help
'I
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you to go through this session that focuses on enhancing
and manintalng a positive self-esteem.
People with a positive self-esteem feel more in control
of their life. feel secure In themselves. can tolerate
cr it ic ism. can express fce 1ings appropriately and have the
confidence to cope with most situations.
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Self-esteem refers to unconditional respect for and
acceptance of oneself as a whole individual. while still
recognizing and acknowledging flaws and shortcomings.
We all have a Inlier unique arrangement of qualities that
make us spec ia1 and different from anyone else. Just as
there are not two people with identical fingerprints,
here is no one else on earth with the salllC set of
feelings, hopes. dreams, beliefs or fears.
Virginia Sat lr, noted family therapist, wrote this
dec lara tlon of se If· es teem" .
'I
-I am /00.
In a11 'the wor ld, there 1s no one ehe exact ly like me.
There are persons who have the same parts 1ike 1IIe, but no
one adds up exact ly 1ike me. Therefore, everything that
comes out of me is authentically mine, because I alone
choose it.
I own everything about me • my body, including everything
it does; my mind. including all my thoughts and ideas; my
eyes, including the images of all they beho ld: my
feelings, whatever they might be . anger, joy,
frustration, love, disappointment, exc i tenent: my mouth,
and all the words that come out of it, polite, sweet or
rough, correc t or i ncorrec t; my vo ice, loud or soft; and
a11 my actions, wha tever they be to others or myse lf .
own my own fantas Ies , my dreams, my hopes, my fears.
1 own all my triumphs and successes, all my failures and
mistakes.
Because 1 own all of me. I can become intimately
acquainted with me. By so doing, I can love me and be
fr iendly with me in a11 my parts. 1 can then make It
possible for all of me to work in my best interest.
1 know there are aspects about myself that puzzle me, and
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other aspects that I do not know. But as long as I am
fr iend ly and lov ing to myse If, I can courageous ly and
hopcfu lly look for the solutions to the puzzle and for
ways to find out more about me.
However I look and sound, whatever I say and do, and
whatever I think and feel at a given moment in time is
me. This is authentic and represents where I am at that
moment in time.
When I review later how I looked and sounded, what I
sa id and dtd, and how I thought and felt, some parts may
turn out to be unfitt i ng. I can discard that wh ich is
unf HUng, and keep that wh ich proved fitting, and invent
something new for that which I discarded.
I can see, hear, feel, say, and do. I have the tools to
survive, to be close to others, to be productive, to make
sense and order out of the world of people and things
outside of me.
I own me, and therefore I can engineer me. I am me and I
am okay." Se lf-est eem is based on belief rather than
object Ive fact, and may not necessarily correspond with
externa 1 rea 1Hy. You may belleve that your ha ir is your
best featurl?, while others may like your smile or
appreciate your eyes or body build. You lllay believe that
'I
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you are creative, lazy, attractive, stubborn, warm or
trustworthy. As John l illy wrote ·Whatever one believes
to be true either is true or becomes true in one's mind".
As soon as one rea 1tzes that self-estees is not based on
external characteristics like beauty, intellect or money
or even on anyone e1ses expectations, but on your own
abilities and attitudes towards yourself, you will then
know that a healthy self-esteem is readily obtainable to
anyone.
2,3,1 DEVELOPMENT OF SELf -ESTEEM
The following factors collectively influence the
development of self-esteem namely; genetic transfer,
environmenta 1 influences and motive in 11fe.
* Genetic transfer
Certain charactcr ts t tcs of an individual can be
1Inked to his/her forefathers. The most prominent is
that of phys Ica1 appearance. Often conments are made
such as:
"You look just like your mother"
"You sound just 1Ike your father"
"You are just as mus tea 1 as your grandfather·
The abovementioned statements all refer to the role
.1
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that genetics play in the development of self-esteem.
• Env ironmenta1 influences
The environment that we grow up in, develop and
interact with, influences our development of our
se 1f-esteen. Some of the most important envlronmenta 1
influences are:
- Your school. family, college, university. friends.
1ivlng environment and experiences.
All envlronmenta 1 influences of the past can have an
accumulative effect on the development of self-esteem.
• Mot Ive in 1ife
Each person has a bas tc motive in 1He. This life
mot ivat ion refers to what a person wants out of life.
his/her purpose in 1ife as well as what motivates or
drives him to achieve his goals.
Because a life motivation acts as a driVing force in
the development of the self. it is important to
determine exactly what you want out of life. A life
motivation Is in fact a vision that a person has about
his/her future. A person without a vision and purpose
in life will not find life motivating and this will
ineVitably have an effect of feeling meaningless and
'I
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hopeless. The above mentioned factors are all
tnter-re lated and act collectively in developing
self-esteem.
E~ERCISUllir
WHO ARE YOU ????
Knowing what you are feeling and why you feel a certa in
way can help you understand yourself better. Once you
know who you really are, it is much simpler to change
those parts of you that you want to change.
Be lov is a list of incomplete sentences that will help
you to begin to know yourself better. Read them slowly
and take your time responding.
Ident itv
My favourite •• -. is .---
If I could have one wish, it would be •••.•.••
I'm happiest when •• - •. -....•
I feel the saddest when --..• -.•• -
I need . -....•• - - .
I don't want to _.• - • - .•.•.
ha te . -.... - - •• - - •••• -..
love .....••.•••.••••...
.,
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e.~
Someth ing I do we 11 - •••••••.••••
Someth ing I'm gett ing better at ••••••••••
get praise from others when ••••••••••••
can •......•••••••..•••••
I'm learning to ••••••••••••.•••••••
need he 1p on ••••••••••..•.•••••••
want to be strong enough to •••••••••••
~nn.eilli1lllli
People are •..•• _•.•••.•..
My friends are ••••• __ ••...••
The things that make me a good friend are •.••••••••
I wish people would -_ ••...•.•••• -- ••••
I 1ike peop le who • - - _. - _.••••••••• - •••
People like me because •..•.••••• --- •••
I don't like people who •••••••• --.- •••
What questions seemed most meaningful to you? Why?
-------- ---
'1
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Which questions seemed most difficult to answer?
How do you feel about yourself after finishing this
exercise? Do you know yourself any better?
Z..J....LS.KlllS TO ENHANCE SELf ·ESTEEM
It should be apparent to you by now that your
self-esteem influences your behaviour In quite
important ways. With a positive self-esteem, you will
be happier, be less anxious, will know your strengths
and will be able to cope with daily life events and
challenges, such as divorce, more effectively.
The following sect ion contains some act ivities which
you should try so as to enhance and maintain a healthy
se lf -esteen. To ach ieve this you must concentrate on
the following points:
• You need to know your abl lilies and use them.
This will bring a feeling of success and confidence.
• You must set rea 1tst ic standards for yourself,
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tak Ing into account those abll it ies and sk ills you
have. If you set standards that are too high. you
are like ly to fa i 1. feel a fa ilure and lose
confidence.
• Always think of your positive strengths and not
about those that you don't possess. Develop your
strengths rather than to daydream about the ones you
wished you had.
• Develop your interests and become a more interest ing
person as a result. You will gain a lot of positive
feedback from others.
• Don't compare yourself unfavourably to others. They
have their weak points too. prehaps where you have
strengthts.
* Be positive in your relationships with others. Give
help. don't boast or criticise, others will then be
more pos it tve towards you. .,
EXERCISE TWO
WHAT ARE YOUR POSIT I VE POINTS 1177
It is important to rea 1ise that everyone has some
positive points. Before going on to do this exercise,
th ink about your pos i live points in the 1ight of the
following:
1?'7...
Intellectual abi 1it ics :
Have you shown any ability in problem-solving? 00 you
usually understand things the first time? 00 you think
clearly and remember well? Have you achieved something
that took a lot of effort?
Practical skills:
Have you shown any sk ills in mak ing things? In
designing things?
Artistic skills:
Have you developed any artistic sk ills? For example,
can you playa musical instrument well? Can you siny
or dance or paint? Is pottery-making, needlework or
writing stories something you do well?
Relationship skills:
Do you usua lly get on we 11 with other people? 00 you
generally show i nteres t in others and 1isten to them?
Are you trustworthy, re 1iable and conscientious?
Socia1 sk ills:
Do you enjoy helping others, particularly those not as
fortunate as yourse 1f? Do you have the interests of
other peop lc at hear t?
'1
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Physical skills:
Are you hea1t hy and strong? 00 you enjoy out -door
act1vHles? Have you any sporting skills?
Leisure skills:
Do you have any sk ill s that you pract he in your spare
time that arc interest ing or valuable?
Using the suggestions above 'as a gUide-line, what do
you think arc your pos it Ive points? What do you feel
good about? Write down five sentences starting with:
I feel good about myself .
2.3,3 COGNITIVE RESTRUCTURING
Self-esteem is influenced and continuously shaped by '1
our thoughts/cogn i t i ve processes in respect of our own
experiences and feedback from other people, If we
experience negative thoughts and feelings about ourself
then this will lead to the development of a negative
self-esteem. However positive thoughts about ourself
1ead to the deve 1opmen t of a pos it ive se1f-esteem. As
individuals, we have the freedom to choose how we
analyse and interpret data. We therefore have a
cho ice as to whether we see ourse1f as pos ittve or
negat ive. Therefore should we choose to think
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positively about ourself then we will be able to
enhance a posit tve se 1f -estees, As Arthur Combs wrote:
"Perhaps the most Important single cause of a person's
success or fa Ilure has to do with the question of what
he believes about himself."
UERtJSUl1RH
1. Identify at least flve examples of situations that
often occur that leads to you think Ing negatIvely about
yourself.
For example: I experience my childs
d i sob Ied tence as a direct result
of me being an incompetent, single
parent!
A. _.. . _
B. _. .__
C. .. _
D. __-. . _
Eo __.• ... _
2. Think about and write down alternative positive
thoughts for the above mentioned s ttuatlons.
For example: Being a single parent Isn/t
'1
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always easy. however I can learn
new parenting sk i 115 that will
enable me to parent effectively.
A. ._ __----
B. . . .~ ~ _
C. .. ._____ _.- ..-.--_. _. . . _
D. ..... . ... '.'" .. ._. ...... . .
E. .__ "".' _. _... ._. _
2.3.4 MAIlU.AllilNG A POSITIVE SElf-ESTEEM
The folloWing seven s t cps can assist you in achieving and
maintaining a positive self-esteem.
Read it first thing every morning. It will serve to '1
remind you that you are in charge of your life and that
only you can make it work!
1. Affirm yourse If
Assess your strengths; own, accept and let in
positive qualities; get In the habit of
seIf-valida ti on.
2. Respect yourself
Recognize talents, abilities, competence; -I can
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cope with life, I can face problems, challenges;
I can achieve th i ngs, I am competent."
3. love yourse1f
Be happy to spend time alone; rejoice in your
"you-ness"; be 9 lad you are you; see your own
uniqueness, spec la lne ss: be thankful for who you
are.
4. Accept yoursc1f
Accept your mortality, weakness, inadequacies as
sc ienti f tc, objec t ive, observer; observe self, step
outside self to sec weakness· they are O.K.; I am
imperfect and that's O.K.; I can mess up, and it's
O.K.; I am a worthwhile person even when I make
mistakes.
5. Trust yourscIf
Read signals of your organism; rely on your own
intuition; go outs ide to find truth; don't look over
your shoulder excess Ively to find answers from
others; go with your Instincts; let your inner voice
gu ide you.
'1
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6. Show yoursc 1f
Disclose yourself; tell others about yourself -
your fears, your weaknesses, your inadequacies -
selectively; find out who you are through expressing
yourse lf to others i be "up front Ie i trust others to
really know you.
7. Stretch yourself
Be wi 11 ing to change and grow; make growth dec is ions
rather than defense decisions; risk, dare to be
vulnerable; expand your boundaries; stretch your
self-esteem; be open to feedback; try new behaviours,
values, att itudes and experiences.
2.3.5 HOME ASSIGNMENT
During the coming week repeat exercise three, section
2.3.3 to enable you to identify and modify negative
thoughts about yourse 1f .
2.4 Sl!1:lMB.l..Of MOQUI. E TWQ
Module two has Focused on the second coping sk111 to
enhance indlvidua15 funct 10ning during and after
divorce, namely developing and maintaining a positive
self-esteem.
.,
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The following issues were discussed. n:llllCly:
• What is self-esteem?
• How self-esteem influences behaviour,
• How is self-esteem developed?
• Who are you?
• What are your positive points?
• Cognitive restructuring and self-esteem, and
• Maintaining a positive self-esteem.
During Module 3 we will focus on decision-making skills. As
divorcing individuals are often confronted with difficult 10119
term decisions this then becomes an important skill to acquire.
.,
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MOOllLE WHEE - DECISION tIMING
"
To enable individuals to implement skills so as to enhance
decision-making skills by:
• Identifying individuals' styles of decision-making:
• understanding the difference between Internal and external
locus of control, and how it influences decision-making:
• understanding and Implementing the five steps of effective
decision-making.
3.1 DYE RALL PERSPECT lYE
1. Review of previous module
2. Facilitate discussions and questions regarding
module two and home assignments.
3. Discuss the aim of module three.
3.2 REVIEW
00 you often have difficulty making up your mind? Are
you able to easily think of alternatives to problems?
Do you orten delay mak ing a dec IsIon?
If you often find it difficult to solve problems and
minimise them from reoccuring then it will help you to
go through this module that focuses on enhancing
decision-making skills. The '')rtance of
.,
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decision-making skills durinq the crisis of divorce Is
vita 1. Those exper Ienc i nq divorce are confronted ",tth
mammoth decis Ions and prob Iems that need to be solved.
When under the stress of divorce. having to make a
decision causes even more anxiety and stress. But
doc is ion-mak Ing Is a sk ill that can be learned so as to
enhance soc la1 func t IonIng.
3.3 D.lCISION .MAK.l.llii
What has your general style of decision-making been
dur ing the divorce process?
Peop le vary In terms of the Ir styles of handling
problems. In order to effectively solve problems you
need to become aware of your general style of dealing
making.
3.3.1 Styles of declsioo-mak jog
Five ma in styles can be ident If led
namely:
• the avoIdance style
• the yielding style
• the bargaining style
• the win/lose style and
• the win/win style.
.,
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HIE AVOIDANCE STYLE
People who follow this approach to handling problems do
not value their own interests very highly, nor those of
other people. They very seldom express any opinions or
des Ires on the assumpt ion that If they do not say
nything, nobody can disagree with them, thereby avoiding
any conflict.
HIE YIElDING STYlE
This style is adopted by people who do not place a high
values on their own ideas and interests but who va l.e
the ideas and interot s of other people highly. Although
these people do have the ir own opinions and desires they
are quite Willing to chan-je them or set them aside for
the sake of other peop1e. Th is can stem from a low
regard for self, or from the desire to please other
people at all costs.
HiE BARGAINING STYLE
Th i s approach is sometimes descrIbed as "meet Ing each
other halfway". People who follow this approach value
other people's Interests as much as their own. Their
basic premise however, is that the differences cannot be
.1
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reeone l led and must therefore be traded orr 19atnst each
other In an attempt to at'r tve at SOIlC sort of
compromise, through the process of barga Inlng.
TIlE WINil OS£ S1Yl [
People who use this style are usually very concerned
that things should happen the way they want the. to
happen, and they will go to qreat lengths to ensure
this. The outcomes of this style Is that people arc
constant ly at each other, each trying his utmost to win;
the one person possibly constantly ·wlns· against the
other causing the" loser" to withdraw and feel
Inadcqua tc,
THE WINfWlN STYLE
Th isis the approach where fu 11 va lue is pla~cd on both
peoples views and desires. Neither gives in or seeks to
win. The questIon is always "What is right?·. Problems
are solved whcreby individuals feel satisfied and where
two people can agree on II parlicular course of .clion to
be taken.
.,
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[XERC IS[ ON[
Our ing divorce you have been confronted with various
problems that needed to be solved. In respect of the
following areas decide which style of decision·making
problems you have predominantly used.
Dec td ing to divorce: . ._
Deciding who moves out : . ~ _
Deciding on dividing qoods r, .. _
Dec id ing on custody of the ch ildren: _
Deciding on maintenance: ._____ _ _
Deciding on visitation rights_.. _
The aim of this exercise is to be able to develop
ins ight into how dec i s ion-making and resolving problems are
genera 11y dea 1t wi th.
3.3.1 LOCUS Of CONTROL AND DECISION·MAKING
Important to problem-solving and decision-making is
locus of controL locus of control refers to the
degree of control which individuals think they have over
what happens to them. People who see themselves as having
-I
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control over theIr environment have an internal locus of
control. Others feel they are lIke f lot.saa and jetsam,
that their lives and what happens to them are determIned
by others or by outside events. lhey do not believe
they have control l .e . they have an external locus of
contro 1. Many harmfu 1 and dIstress ing situations appear
to be aggravated when ind ividuals feel entirely
helpless, believing that they cannot do anything
significantly to alter the outcome: This is called
learned helplessness. However should an individual know
where he wants to go, have a plan, and make decIsions to
ensure that the plan work s out, then learned
helplessness can be overcome.
[XERC IS[ TWQ
Complete the attached questionnaIre so as to
determine to what extent you are either internally
or externa lly drIven.
3.3.3 DECISION·MAKING STRATEGY
Problcms relating to divorce are often complex. In
order to effectively solve problems and not to
haphazardly dec ide on the first solution that comes to
·t
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mind, it is Important to follow the following steps
namely:
A. Analyse the vrobl~m situation
B. Identify alternative solutions
C. Decide on a solution
D. Plan and Implement the solution
E. Eva luate the outcome
These five steps of effective decision-making can be
best described as follows.
A. Ana lyse the. prob 1em s itua ti on .
It is important to be able to concret ise a problem. This
means that all aspects of the problem need to be
specified, namely:
Wha tis the prob lem?
What are the components of the problem?
Why is the situation a problem?
For whom is the sltuat ion a problem?
Who else is affected?
Can the problem be I~.,ored?
'1
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B. Generation of alterna t i ve solutions
For each problem there are numerous solutions. What is
important though is that the solution decided on will be
the most effective and workable solution. For this
reason it is important to identify as many as solutions as
possible.
C. Dec id Ing on a produc t ive solution
Once the possible solutions have being decided upon,
they then need to be prioritised. The focus should be
on considering all suggested solutions, to decide on the
most useful and workable solution. To be able to
motivate the choice of a particular solution and to be able
to justify the reason for rejecting the other solutions.
~
O. Planning the implementation of a solution
Planning the implementation of a solution is a vital
step in decision-making. Without a plan as how to
imp lement the solut ion the exercise becomes futi leo The
plan enta lls a deta i led step by step pla.i as how to best
ach ieve the des ired outcome.
.,
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E. Evaluate the outcome
During an~ after implementation you need to constantly
evaluate:
If the problem has been solved;
Are you satisfied with the outcome;
Do you wish to further improve the s ituat ion.
Should the problem not be solved then you can:
Go back to your plan of implementation and ask yourself
where did you go wrong? Can you improve on your plan?
If you have no other plans th ink of ways to improve on
your current plan. Dec i de on perhaps imp lement ing your
second best alternat ive solut ion and repeat the process
of planning and implementat ion.
EXERC ISE THREE
Select a problem you wish to address relating to your
divorce, for example: visitation times for the other
parent, dividing of property or deciding where to move
to.
Follow the five steps described above so as to derive an
effective, workable solution to the problem.
·1
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A. ~NALYSE THE PRQBlEM
WHAT IS TliE PROBLEM?
---------
-----------------_._-~-
WHAT ARE TIlE COMPONENTS OF TIlE PROBLEM?
WHY IS TIlE SITUATION A PROBLEM?
---_.-:..--
FOR WHOM IS THE SITUATION APROBLEM?
WIlO ELSE IS AFFECTED?
------_._----
CAN THE PROBLEM BE IGNORED?
'1
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B. illERAIION Of ALTERNATIVE IDEAS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. __~~ . ._
c. Df.C IDE ON A PRODUC II VE SQiIillQH
OPTION NUMBER ONE: • _
OPTION NUMBER TWO: . . .__. _
OPTION NU~lBER THREE : .. _
JUSTIFY REASON FOR OPTION NUMBER ONE : _
JUSTI FY REASONS FOR NOT SELECTING OTHER
OPTION: _
'I
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D. PLANNING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OpnON
STEP 1:
STEP 2: _
STEP 3: . _
STEP 4: _
STEP 5: _
E. EYALUATE THE OUTCOME
HAS THE PROBLEM BEEN SOL VED? _
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE OUTCOME? _
DO YOU WISH TO FURTHER IMPROVE ON THE
SITUATlON? _
IF THE PROBLEM HAS NOT BEEN SOLVED THEN REVIEW PLAN
OF IMPLEMENTATION, OECIDE ON HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR
CURRENT PLAN, OR DECIDE ON IMPLEMENTING YOUR SECOND
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION.
3.3.4 U~SSIGNMENI
Spend ttmeat home working through exercise three again,
to assist you in mak 1ng another important dectstcn
'I
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3.4 SUMMA!l1...OLJiQQU1Lll!R[[
During module three we focused on effective decision IIlaking.
First ly we focused on identifying your general style of
dealing with problem s Ituat ions. Secondly we were able to
Identl fy whether you are e tlher Interna lly or externa lly
dr Ivon and how an external and Interna 1 locus of control
affects decision mak Ing. lastly we focused on how to
effect Ively solve prob lems by implementing the five
steps of analysing a problem. the generation of
alterna t Ive so lut ions , dec IdIng on 'a product ive
solution. planning the implementation of a solution and
eva1uat Ing the outcome of a solulion.
Our Ing module four we wi 11 focus on the importance of
effective cOlll11unlcation. Effective conmunication during the
time of divorce is vital so as to ensure postthe
relationships between ex-spouse's. parents and children and
In developing meaningful relationships.
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MODULE FOUR - COHHtJlHCAI ION
4. OBJfCTI VE
To enable individuals to implement and implement skills so as
to enhance effective communicat ion by:
• Understanding the communication process,
• Ident Hying different style s of convnunication,
• Rer,pond ing to statements so as to express feel ings, and
• Identifying Individuals' listening habits
4.1 tLVERALL PEBSPECII VE
1. Review of module three
2. Facilitate questions and discussions related to module
three, a.rd home ass i gnment
3. Discuss the objective of module four
4.2 REVIEW
Do you at times find it difficult to express your feelings?
At times, do you tend to feel frustrated because you say
something, but it is not what you actually mean, or that you
say what you mean but in an aggressive, hurtful manner?
Should you have answered yes to any of the above questions
then it will benef i t you to work on enhanc ing your
conmunicatlon skills.
During divorce, communication is often hallmarked with
alienating feelings. This often makes a person feel unworthy
-I
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and inadequate. Although you divorce from your partner this
does not imply that the two of you wi 11 never have to
cosmuntcate again. In order to maintain or build a workable
relationship with your ex-spouse it is important to be able
to communicate effectively with each other, for your sake,
your ex - spouse and the ch l ldren.
TO 1I VE IS TO COMMUN ICATE ! II ! III
Communication is the foundation of all interpersonal
relationships, and our daily lives are filled with one
communication experience after the other. Through
communication we reach some understanding of each other,
learn to like, influence, and trust each other, begin and end .1
relat tonsh lps, and learn more about ourselves and others.
Through cOllll1unicat ion we learn to understand others as
individuals and we help others to understand us.
Convnunication amongst people is a process in which everyone
receives, sends, interprets and infers all at the same time
and there is no beginning and no end. All communication
involves people sending one another symbols to which certain
meanings are attached. These symbols can be either verbal
(words) or non-verbal (expressions and gestures).
4.3.1 STYlES OF COHHUNICATION
Individuals can adopt different styles of cOlllllUnlcaUng.
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depending on the situation. Five styles of conmunlcalion
have being Identified namely:
Withdrawing
Accept Ing
Expound Ing
Conforming and
Exploring
These five styles of commun teat ton can be described as
follows:
Withdraw Ing
The person whose communication Is characterised by thts
approach does not say much. Such people are generally quiet
and unr.ot Iced In a soc Ia 1 group and usually show no response 'I
to what Is being sa td ,
Accepting
This reflects a high level of receiving, but a low level of
sending. Such people are marvellous to talk to, and they
tend to attract those who have a great need to unburden
themselves. People who communicate typically In this manner
seldom have their own views to get across, with the result
tha t they accept more read Ily what the other person has
to say.
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Expounding
Expounders are constant ly expressing their own views, ideas,
thoughts and plans - often in a forceful manner· without
ever stopping to give ser Ious consideration to someone else's
po int of vlew, or tak in9 the troub le to 1isten to other
people in order to unders tand them. Expounders are
•
insensitive to other people's needs. The entire focus is on
themselves > what they think, what they plan, and what they
have experienced.
Conforming
Some people cOllJ11unicate mainly by expressing the views that
are acceptable to those around them. They do have views of
the Ir own, but they are prepared to adapt them in order to -I
fall in line with what most other people are thinking.
People like this do express their own feelings, but mostly
only those wh Ich they fee 1 will be accepted by others.
Conformers fit in quite well with most social groups, since
they neither dominate the conversation nor withdraw QU iet ly
into a little corner. Initially they may express their ideas
caut ious1y to ensure tha t they are acceptable, or they may
listen carefully to gauge the general thinking pattern of the
other person or persons. After that, however, they will
participate Quite actively.
15Z
Exploring
The explorer 1istens in order to understand, rather than to
find a weak spot in the other's argument. At the same time
the explorer expresses himself fully and clearly so that he
can be unders tood.
lhe explorer listens tentatively to others with an open mind,
with an active interest in the sender and with the
sensitivity to the senders f'ee l tnqs . This style of
commun icatlon strengthens re latlonships and develops us as
individuals.
EXERCISE ONE
Based on the five styles of cOlmlunication list examples of
with whom, in what s itua t ion and what the outcome was in
applying the various styles of cOlmllmication in the past.
I WITH WHOM I SITUATION I OUTCOME
·····-----····t·······.---·---t··········--··t·--.··· ..
WITHDRAWING I I I
······--·····-t·······-····---t··········---·t········.
ACCEPTI NG I I I
·····---······t········-····· ·t···········-··t·········
EXPOUND ING I I I
...... - ·-·····t············ - - -t··············+·········
CONrORM ING I I I
··············t···············t··············+········.
EXPlOR ING
........................... -- .
-I
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4.3.2 EXPRESSING YOUR fEEl HIGS
To experience emot ions and express them to another person is
not only a major source of joy, but also necessary for your
psychological well-being. It is natural to have feelings.
The capacity to feel is as much a part of being a person as
Is the capacity to think and reason.
It Is often difficult to express feelings. Whenever there is
a risk of being rejected or laughed at, expressing feelings
becomes very difficult. It is also sometimes difficult to
control your expressions of your feelings. You may want to,
get angry wh(!n it is best not to, or even laugh at a time it
disturbs others. Express Ing feelings appropriately often
means thinking before you communicate then.
In order to describe your feelings you firstly need to
identify them and then verbally express them. Adescription
of a fee ling includes:
1. A persona 1 statement that refers to I, me, my or mine.
2. A feeling name or figure of speech.
For example:
"I feel angry! "
"I feel embarrassed. "
"I feel as if I'm on cloud nine!"
"I want to hug you. "
"I feel like a pcbb le on the beach. It
-I
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EXERCISLlltQ
Respond to the following statements by including a personal
statement, a feeling name and/or figure of speech.
1. Your manager informs you that you have receive an
increase because of your hard, loyal work at the company.
-----_._----_._._------------
2. You walk into a store and wish. to purchase a jacket and
the shop attendant ignores you.
3. You ask your ex-spouse if you can meet to discuss
maintenance matters and he tells you, you are
materialistic and only care about money.
-------_.-
4. Your child tells you that the divorce is all your fault.
~------------~------
5. A close friends telephones you to tell you that he/she
was thInking about you, and hopes you are well.
'1
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4.3.3 IISHNING AND RESPQNDING.
To speak precisely and to listen carefully presents a
cha llenge. There are severa 1 conmon faults that people
often make when communicating namely:
- Not organizing thoughts before speaking,
- Including too many (and sometimes unrelated) ideas in a
message,
- Mak ing short statements that did not include enough
information and repet ilion to be understood,
- Ignoring the amount of information the receiver already had
about the subject,
- Not making the message appropriate to the receiver's point .,
of view,
- Not giving undivided attention to the sender,
- Thinking about the reply before listening to everything the
sender had to say,
- Listening for details rather than for the entire message,
- Evaluating whether the sender was right or wrong before you
fully inderstood the message,
These are not the only mistakes you can Ilake In
conmuntcat lnq, but they all need to be avoided if you are to
be effectlve in commun ication with other people.
IS6
Ihe W4Y you 1uten and respond to anoth~r perlon h (rue loll.
You can either 1isten and respond In "41' th.t alh a
relationship distant and IlIperson.'. or 10U un lhttn and
re spond In w.tys that br log ),ou Ind the under Into.
lnC.lnlnMul re lat Ionsh Ip , It h cruel., (or you to
COnrnt,n lcate U"t you h..ve c It'.arty heud Ind undorltood tho
sender , WII"n you 1tvt en 4ccurAtel1 and r&npond ro1ov.ant 1)'.
you COlMlOnle.h to the sender, -I earo lbout ~.t you Art
\.lylncJ. And I ".lnt to undervtand It ." Whon you hl1 to
1ht"n and respond Irrt' lcvolnt 1)' you ca.MJnlclt. to tho
sender, '1 don't care about wh"t )'ou an 1I)'lng. Ind I don'l
W.lnt to undont"nd It.·
'0 btl an .e t IVQ 1h t ener and to bo ab 10 to rtll'ond
tlpproprl"tc!ly th~rt' are ..ktlh you .,st h.wI. You should bo
sb le to:
let thC' IpC!"k.r r In Ish without Intfrruptlng. ....n1 tI.s lh.
spukfr will .nswer the quevt lon thn you Irt Ir.t,rruptlng to
.ask. \If oft en Interrupt because ..., dlugrtt.nd tit think ~
know .aro th,," tho other spl'tlkor. lho on1)' t1. Inttrruptlng
would bt .pproprt.atl' h to uk dariOution for "~thln9
),ou do not und~r\Und,
Show Inhrut by inv i t inC) thl' pfnon to shut. II you ,how
Intoro\t, thal l('l h lhlt alhl'r ponon th"t )041' 11 bf
rUpOn\hl'.and th~)' will 'l'cd frff to talk optnl,"lth)'04l.
.,
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Show that you understand what the other person Is saying.
You need to let the other person know what you are hearing
what he/she Is saying and that you understand their lllessage.
By repeating back to h Im/her In your own words without
interpreting, you let the other person know you understand
and you give him/her an opportunity to clarify any
misunderstand Ings.
Let the other person know you understand their feelings as
we 11 as the Ir words. Too often c9mmun teat Ion gets blocked
unti 1 feelings are expressed, understood and accepted.
Check out the ~eaning. Remember that words and expressions
have different mean ings to different people depending on
their language, culture and circumstances. To be an
effect ive communicator look for hidden meanings and then
check out your bel iefs and assumptions. Acting on those
assumptions, instead of clarifying them first can lead to
misunderstand ings. Be sure you let the person define his/her
own meaning. Don't be so stuck with your own beliefs about
what you hear that you don't hear the real message.
QERC ISf ItIREE
Evaluate your positive as well as negative listening habits
by completing the follow Ing quest lonnaIre.
Eva luate your answers and pay close attent ion to those areas
'1
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that you need to strengthen so as to be an effective and
active listener.
DO YOU HAVE POSITIVE LISTENING HABITS? HOW OFTEN ..
2 3 4
often seldom never
1. Do you really try to figure out what the
other person means from his or her point
of vlew?
2. Do you let the other person know you
understand him/her by putt ing i,n your own
words what he or she sa id?
3. Do you then a11 ow him or her to correc t
anything you might have misinterpreted?
4. Do you show show interest non-verba 11y
through posture or eye contact?
5. Do you ask quest ions to draw out the
other person and learn more about what
was meant?
OR DO YOU HAVE NEGATIVE LISTENING HABITS? HOW
OFTEN .......
1. 00 you fa 11 to hear the other person
because you arc plann ing what to say as
soon as you can get a word in?
2. Are you thinking of yourself rather than
about what the other person Is saying?
.,
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3. Do you answer with nonre levant responses
which. really show the other person that
you did not 1isten or do not care about
what is being sa id?
4. Do you criticise, evaluate or judge
what the other person is saying before
you know what the other person really
means?
5. Do you listen only to catch the mistakes
of the other person?
4.3.3 I:iQl1E ASSIGNMENT
During the coming week focus on your 1isterning
habt ts. Record them and evaluate how effective
they have been.
4.4 SUMMARY OF MOOULE fOUR
In module four we focused on enhancing effective
communication. Communication dUring divorce is often
hallmarked as being filled with alienating feelings and
negative messages and feedback. In order to enhance
communication the follOWing areas were addressed:
* What Is cOllll1unication?
* Styles of cenmuntcat ton,
* Expressing feelings and,
* Listening and respond I Ing.
'1
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In module five we wt 11 focus on building Ileanlngful
re lat tonshtps. This is the last skill that will be
focused on. This is a vital skill as divorcing Individuals
often exper lence less support systems, and the need for
developing new meaningful relationships becomes important.
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MOOUlLUYE • BUUOlHG H[AHIHG£UL RfLAUOftSfllf.S
L-OI1JECIIYE
To enable tno tv tdua Is to implement skills so as to
develop and ma inta in meaningful relationships by:
* Understanding the importance of friendships,
* Identifying the opportunities of being single,
.. Identifying ex isting support systems,
* Implementing sk ills to enable individuals to make
new fr iends , and
.. Gaining knowledge regarding. the do's and don'ts
of developing an intimate new relatloshlp.
5. 1 O.vera ]] IHU:.iPJ:S:: t tVi:
1. Review prey ious module
I. Faci 1l t at e quest ions and discussions regarding
module four and home assignments
1. Discuss the a im of module five.
5.2 Overa]] perspective
00 you at times feel lonely and that there is no one
in whom you can confide? Do you feel Isolated and
out of touch with social events? Or do you attend
social galherings but feel that you cannot relate
with peep lc? Now that you are divorcing/divorced
II
are you afraid of coping on your own?
During the divorce process individuals are often
shocked to discover that friends or rami ly members
don't call as often as they did, that they visit
less often, or that they avoid any contact
whatsoever. However during this time of divorce it
is more than ever important to have meaningfUl
support systems. During module five we will focus
on bui Iding meaningfUl relationships.
5.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF FBI ENPSllIf
Can you imagine going through life without 8 friend?
All of us have some type of friend during our life
be it a spouse, sister, brother, parent, colleague
or any other meaningful person. From time to time
.1
they may change and new ones will enter your life,
but friends will unquestionably playa significant
role throughout your life. A friend can be your
strongest support system and can help alleviate
problems of Icnet Inosc and reelinga or isolation.
"A friend is one who knows you as you arc,
undorstands where you have boon,
5.:L 1
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accopts who you've becomo,
and sti 11 gently invites you to grow."
(Author unknown)
LEARN.lliQ.J.CLEN,IQY BEING SINGLE
Important in making new tricnships is also accepting
your life as a single person. Not feeling you have
to jump into a new relationship purely out ot tear
of being alone. Deing single can mean being lonely
without that spec'ial someone - or it can mean
freedom and the power to determine your own destiny.
What do you focus on when you think about being
single? We all know people who seem to seek out the
only negative aspect of an otherwise positive
situation. "If you are to make the most of your
single life then you need to focus on the
opportunities and freedoms ot single life - rather
than the losses.
EXE..ROSLOltE
List 011 the opportunities and freedoms ot single
life. List all the losses, and how you enn over como
thorn.
OPPORTUN I TIES
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LOSSES I HOW TO OVERCOME
5.3.2
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
-----------------+---------------+----------------
------------------------------------------------~-
l.Ill'JU1.E'iING EXISTING SUPPQR'LSYSTEMS
During the time of divorce people often feel lonely
and afraid to approach persons for emotion,
support. Often pride or a sense of failure
prohibi ts persons from interacting with other
persons. People who have divorced also may
lack conf idence (refer back to module two) and are
afraid to interact with other persons. During
.1
marriage the spouse is usually the primary mate or
friend in whom one confides and shares experiences
with. Learning to share this role with other
persons can be difficult.
Identi fy existinq friends/support systems you have
within various sottings. Describe why theso people
arc i mportont to you.
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------------------------ ..-------------------------
SE'I'TING I NAME I THEIR IMPORTANCE
----------+------------------+--------------------
HOME I
----------+------------------+--------------------
WORK I
----------+-------------------..--------------------
CHURCH I
----------+------------------+--------------------
SPORT I I
----------+------------------+--------------------
OTHER
5.3.3 Making New Frie.~
Perhaps you feel that you need more friends in your
life people whom you can have fun with, appreciate
each other and respect. If you want to make new
friends then you have to go out and look for them.
You have to be available to meet new people. tt you
sit around and wait for friends to find you, you
will be greatly disappointed. '{our feelings of
self-worth will probably be Lessoned while you're
waiting because you may begin to feel no one values
you or that you nrc unworthy of friendship.
Joining a gym, onrolling for a course in something
that intorost~ you, contacting all acquaintances,
arrnnq i ng a get together at your home or joining a
1(;6
social club all involves risks and time. You have
the choice however to lock your-,l r away in your
home or take on the challenge of making new
friends. In order to achieve this goal you need to
work out a plan that will fit in with your dnily
responsibilities and budget. You need not go out and
join ten different clubs so as to avoid baing alone.
You need time on your own as well, but you cannot
function as an island and believe that you don't
need other pcoplc in your life!
EXERCISE TURE£
l~ork out a plan of action as how you intend meeting
new people. Follow the steps below in order to
implement your plan of action.
II
~VHAT IS YOUR GOAL?
-------------------------+----------------------
lVHEN DO YOU WISH
TO IMPLEMENT THIS
GOAL?
-------------------------+----------------------
WHY IS IT IMPORT-
ANT TO l\CHI EVE
rurs GOAL?
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WHAT WILL HAPPEN
IF YOU DON'T
ACHIEVE THIS
GOAL?
-------------------------+----------------------
WHAT FEARS DO YOU
/lAVE ABOUT HIPLF.-
MENTING YOUR GOAL?
-------------------------+----------------------
ARE YOUR FEARS I
REALISTIC?
-------------------------+----------------------
HOW CAN YOU OVER- I
COME YOUH FEARS?
-------------------------+----------------------
LIST THE STEPS :t0U
NEED TO FOLLOW IN
ORDER TO ACHIEVE
YOUR GOAL?
STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
.,
5.3.4 l1!T.l1:IAT..&..-.RElATIQNSHIPS WITH THE OPPOSITE SEX
Starting an intimate relationship with a person from
the opposi te sex can cause certain problems with
your chi ldren and your ex-spouse. Listed below are
do's and don'ts for you to follow.
DO'S
* .... c r oduco your new friend as soon 8S you foel the
relation~hlp Ic quito nerious. This will be
particularly meaningful to your children it you
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have not previously introduced each and every new
companion. 'I'he children will know you are more
than just casua l Iy interosted in this new person.
• Introduco thu friend in stages. Take it
grl1uuully.
• A.sk the chi Idron how they tool about this person.
Let them know that their feelings, 1 ikes and
d i a Li k o s arc important to you. However remember
that you navo needs and rightF afJ well. Tho
children do not have tho veto power.
• Do as frank 8S possible in answering their
quest ions about whether you might marry this
person. Keep them informed "bout the possibility
of such a decision.
"
* If at all possible, introduce your ex-spouse to
your now pnrt.ncr , in order to discuss the
children. It the two ot them can be allies whore
tho children are concernod it will be extroJ:loly
helpCul.
* I\nk your ex-spouse to tnlk to you, and not to tho
childron, about; any problces -ogarding your now
169
relationship.
DONf'S
• Don't spring the new relationship on the children.
• Don't try to force the chemistry between your
children and your new partner. This will take
time. A11 ow it to happen gradua11y.
* Don't deny that you are seriously involved with
the new friend. Such denials may temporarily
pacify the children, but will only cause more
serious problems later on.
* Don't deny or ignore your children's protests.
Listen to them, and try to dea1 with them as
sensitively as possible.
• Don't let the ch ildrcn be the ones to te11 your
ex-spouse about the new relat tonsbtp. Should this
happen then it may cause your chi Idren to be
exposed to your ex's inrnediate reaction. This
react ion could be ncgat Ive and may create a
conflict in the children's minds regarding where
to place their loyalties.
'1
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.5.i.4..__mUtKlill.LOl'.J{QDUL&-.nYE
nur Inq module five we tocused on aninta.ining and
bui Id Lnq new rolntionahips. During and aftor
divorco mnintllining and bulldinq new triondships
bocomon an importarlt Lssue , This modulo focused
on:
* Tho i rnportnnco of trlcnships,
* En joying boing single,
* Idontifying cxisting suppcr t systems,
* P-Iaking new friends, lind
* 00' s and don't in developing II new intimate
relationship.
II
COPING WHit DIVORCE PROGRAMME
lItAINH MANUAL
I. POSITIVE ATTITUDES
2. SElF-ESTHM
3. Of CIS ION -HAK I NG
4. COMMUNICATION
5. BUILDING MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS
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MODULE PNE ATT IIU!1l:.S
AIM OF MODULE ONE: 'TO ENABLE GROUP PAAHCIPANTS TO IMPLEMENT SKILLS
SO AS 10 ENUANCE POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS
DIVORCE.
1. EillCIS_ Of DIYOlli
AU itudes
Self-esteem
Ilea lth
Deels ion-mak lng
Commun i ca t Ion
Support systems
Parent i n9
------------------_.
._-------------_ .._----
._----------_ .
2. Q1iSES YQ.lUfAYE HAD TO COPE WUH
1. _
2.
3.
4.
5.
._---._---
Iluman be i ngs have the abi1 i ty to acqu ire sk t 11 s so as to cope with
crises effectively. Do you have the necessary skills?
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3. WHAT I S YOUR ATTITUDE ABOUT YOUR DIVORCE?
4. I2E.YIl De ING A POSH VE AU ITUOE
Why Is it Important to have a positive attitude or outlook on
11 fe?
------------------
Examp les of negat tve, se If -defeating thoughts:
.,. Extreme thinking
"I wi11 never be happy aga in now that I am divorced.'
.,. Rejecting positives
"Nothing good will come of this divorce!"
'it Think ing in shoulds
"I should have been a better spouse then this divorce would
never have taken place."
.,. Exaggerat ion
"I can not live without my ex-spouse!"
illr~lli
a. Identify a negative thought about your divorce. For examplQ,
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"Now that 1'mdivorc ing I'll be lonely and won't meet any
new people."
-------_.
---_._-------... - -----------------
b. Is this thought really true and realistic?
----------
------------------------
---------_.
c. If not then ask yourself why you had this thought in the first
place. For example: "I'm scared and not sure that I'll be
ab1e to cope on my own."
d. Replace your initial negative thought with a positive. self-
enhancing thought. For example: "Even thought I'm divorcing
I'll cope and will be able to meet new people and will there-
fore not be so lonely. "
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Repeat steps a to d using another example.
a.
b.
c.
d.
---------------------
------- - -----------_._----
5. MOTIYE IN LIFE
What a person want's out of 1He and the purpose of an
individuals existence. It acts as a driving force that
fac i1 ita tes growth and deve lopment.
WIII\T IS YOUR MOTIVE IN LIFE 11??
* Write down the five most meaningful things that you have 50 far
done in your 11 fe.
-------------_.
* Why do you cons lder them a5 mean lngfu l?
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• How would you describe a meaningful day?
--------------
.-------~--------
• What would you like to ach Iove In life? "At the end of my 1ife
I wou ld 1ike to be ab le to say _
._--------
-------
* Based on the above sta tements write down what you think your
mot ive In 11 fe is.
6. eOSIlVE ENJOYMENT MD POSITIVE ATTITUDES
Becoming positively addicted to a new activity!
Certain physical or mental activities, when done regularly, become
addictive in a positive way and enhances coping abilities when
faced with a crisis.
The positive addlcllon must be:
* non-competitive,
-,
••
•
•
•
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easy to du,
be done alone and does not depend on others,
you must believe that the activity has some physical, mental or
spiritual value,
you must believe that the activity will improve you, and
it must be done unaccompanied by criticism.
Complete the following quest ionnatre at home. If you follow the
instructions and take action you will be enabled to enhance your
personal well·being and attitude.
Enjoy yourself
Read -.. .,.. _., 01 Ie_......Md be""".•nd csoc..,. how Il'OICIIIUn
UCh II ""you
Onc••• ~_• .,. '.Ieel. Mltcl _ ()/ ... /. ()t 2·,.1..s 01'011 10~ In
T,., 10do ., ..." one eaen ""y np"'sob'f. do mot. ,h,an.",. O<>c•• _k.
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AIM: TO EQUIP PARTICIPANTS Willi SKIllS SO AS TO ENHANCE SELF-ESTEEM.
Unconditional respect for and acceptance of oneself as a whole
individual while st ll l recognizing flaws and shortcomings.
2. Hhat was/is the affect of your divorce on your self-esteem?
---_.-._-
------------
------
3. The difference between a positive and a negative self-esteem.
NEGATIVE SELF-ESTEEM
FEEL INCOMPOTENT
YOU BELIEVE OTHERS VIEW YOU
tlEGATIVEL Y
PERFOi,::1 POORLY
FULFIL YOUR OWN EXPECTATIONS
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
POSITIVE SElF-ESTEEM
FEEL COMPOHNT
YOU BELIEVE OTHERS VIEW YOU
POSITIVELY
PERFORM WELL
FULFIL YOUR OWN EXPECTATIONS
POSITIVE fEEDBACK
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4. Qllil2D1Iillnt of sclf·cst.cem
The following factors collectively Influence the development of
your se lf -esteen:
• GenetIc transfer
.--.- --------_..--------.-
• Environmental influences
----------------------------
* Motive in life
5. ~MJre yvu ?????
Below is a list of incomplete sentences that will help you to
begin to know yourself better. Read through them slowly and
respond accord j ng ly.
IJIcnt itv
My favorite ..... Is ••.• --- •.••......•••••••••..•.•....••••
If I could have one wish, t t would be •••••••••...••...•••••
I'm happiest when ..•.••• -- ••........•.••••••.••..••••.•• --.
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I fee 1 the saddest whe n • - - ••••••.•..• - •••••••••••••••.••••.
I need •••.•.••••.... - • - ••••••••.•...•••••••••••••••••.•••••
Idon't wa nt to ......•.•••• - •• - •.•..••••••••••••••••••••••••
hate .••.•.•...•.•••••• --- ..•......•••••••••••••••••••• - ••
love •••••.....•... - • - - • - - - . - •.•..••••• -•••.•.•••••..•••••
f.Q1lf..t:
Some t hing I do we 11 - ••• - - - - - -• -.....• : •••••••• '" ••••.•••••
Something I'm getting better at .....••••••••••..•••••.••• -.
I get praise from others when •••...•• -.- ••••••••••••..•••••
I can -- ••• - .•.•••..••••. -.- •.••.....•••• - •••• - ••••••••••• -.
I'm 1ea rn i ng to _•••• _•• _• •. _•....•••••••.• _" •••••.•••••
I need he1p on •.•..• - - . - • - •••..•...• -••••• -•••.••••••.•• - ••
I want to be strong enough to •..•.•.•• -.-- •• -- .•••• -•.••• -.
~.9.nnectednoss
Peop1e are """". - - - - - - - - - ••..•....•• - ••• -- - •.• -•-..•••• -
My f r iends are •.•..• - • - • - - - ...••..... - - •• - ---- ..•.••.• - .• - •
The things that make me a good friend is .....•...........•.
I wish people would •••• -.-- •. - ••....•••• - ••••••••••••.•••••
I 1ike peop1e who •.•• - •••••..••.....•••••••••• ' ..••••.•••••
People like me because ••••••.••.••••.••••••••••••.••.••••••
I don't 11 ke peop le who •••••.•....•.••••••••••••••••..•••••
'I
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What question seemed most meaningful to you? Why?
-_. '.' .".-_ _- -,._-----_ -'" -_._--------
Which question seemed most difficult to answer? Why?
..•.._-----_._--
.-'. .,'.._---------
.. -._-_... -------,._._._---_..---_._----------
1I0w do you feel about yourself after fi.nishing this exercise? 00
you know yourself any better?
6. E.nh.anc iog self·esttcm
In order to enhance self-esteem you need to concentrate on the
following points:
* lecoqnl se and use your abilities,
* SPot rea listie standards for yourse 1f,
• Th ink about the pas llive strenghts you have and not about those
that you don't possess.
* Develop your tnterest s and become a more interesting person,
-,
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* Don't compare yourself unfavourably to others,
* Be positive in your relat ionships with others,
E~!!rc i SPa
Make a 1ist of your pos itive as well as your negative thoughts and
fee 1i ngs about yourse 1f.
POSIT IVE I NEGATIVE
....•.•• __ ••.•••••.• _•.• _--+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Based on the knowledge and sk ills you acquired in module one with
respect to altering your thoughts, strive now to reframe your
negative thoughts about yourself into a positive statement.
For example: "My child is so disobiedient because I have failed
at being a good parent."
"Being a single parent isn't always easy, however I
can equip myself with skills that will enable me to
dl:Jl with specific problems regadlng parent tnq."
-I
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J.
b.
c.
7. ~.in!jljnjng a PQsitjve sclf-c$tc~
• Aff i rm yourse If
assess your strengths, se If -va1idation
• Respect yourself
Recognise your competenc ies "I can cope. I can achieve. I am
worthy. "
• Love yourself
Accept your morality. weakness and inadequacies· H's O.K
* Trust yourself
Rely on your own intuition, let your inner voice guide you.
* Show yourse1f
Disclose yourself. find out who you are through expressfng
yourse 1f to others.
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• Stretch yourse 1f
Be wi 11 1ng to change and grow, dare to be vu lnerable.
"
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tmOlllUliREE DECillOH.:lWUMG
AIM: TO EQUIP PARTICIPANTS WITtI SKILLS SO AS TO ENHANCE EffECTIVE
DECISION·MAXING.
1. Ihe..J.mJ!Q.r..t~-2Le.lli.ttive dcclsjoo-mak1ng during dlyorce
During the t Ine of divorce Individuals are faced with various
problems and decisions that need to be addressed.
Make a 1ist of the problems you are or have had to deal with.
----- .------
-------------
-._---~----_._._-----------
._---------------------------
2. lli.~.s of declslon-m.a.klng
it The avoIdance style
-------- -------
it The yielding style
it The barga inlng style
------
it The win\lose style
-------------------------------------
·t
]8~
• The win\win style
-----------_..--------------
f.illilSt
With respect to the fo llowi n9 s ltuatlons dec ide which style of
dec is ion-mak ing you rna Inly usc.
• Dec iding to divorce: ...._ ._.__. _
• Dec id ing who moves out: , _
• Dec iding on custody of the children: _
• Deciding on division of goods: _
• Deciding on maintenance:
• Deciding on visitation rights: .. .
3. Decision-making and locys of contr.o.l
Locus of control refers to the degree of control which an
individual thinks he\she has over what happens to him\her.
Internal locus of control: people see themself as having control
over their env ironment and problems.
Take respons ib II ity for addressing
decisions and problem areas.
Externa1 locus of control: people who believe that their lives
and what happens to them is deter-
mined by others or by outside events.
Feel helpless and do not take respon-
lOG
slbillty for addressing decisions and
problem areas.
Complete the attatched quest ionnaire so as to determine to what
extent you are Interna lly or external ly driven.
4. S!eQ.:.b..Y..:.lli:D..J1~c IsIon·mak j 09
Analyse the problem situation
• Wha t is the prob lem?
• What are the components of the problem?
--------------
• Why is the situation a problem?
• For whom Is the situation a problem?
• Can the problem be ignored?
Generation of alternative options
Dec Ide on an appropriate option
---------_._--------------------
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Just ify your reason for dec idlng on this specific option
Justify your reason for not selecting the other possibilities.
_. - ---- -.- - --. ------ -- ----- ---------------
Plan the implementation of the option
step 1: . _
step 2: .. _
step 3:
step 4: _. .. _
step 5: .
Evaluate the outcome
* Has the problem been solved?
* Are yO'.1 satisfied with the outcome?
* Do you wi sh to further improve on the s Huat ion?
If the problem has not being solved then review the plan of
implementation. Decide on how to improve your current plan, or
decide on implementing your second alternative solution.
WC.l.S.E
Takr. one of the problem areas you Identified in the begining of
this module and apply it to the decision-making model desrcibed
above. Arc you able to apply the skill steps listed above?
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5. llama assignmcnt~
Take another examp le of a rea 1 11 fe dec is ion that needs to be
made. Derive ap lan of implementation so as to address this area
and thereby be ab le to make a sound dec is ion.
'I
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MQOUI. E FOUfliOtl1UN ICAT 10H
AIM: TO EQUIP INDIVIDUALS WITtI SKlI.lS SO AS TO ENtlAHCE HFECTIVE
COMMUNI CATION.
I, Wllill j s commu.oki!J...iD.o.1
TO LIVE IS TOC0I1/olUNICI\TE !!!! I!
Communication Is the foundation of all interpersonal
re la t ionshIps. Through commun Icatlon we reach sOllie understand fng
of each other, learn to 1ike, Influence and trust each other,
begin and end relationships, and learn more about ourselves and
others.
Divorce is characterised with negative comeunlcat ton. Spouses or
ex-spouses tend to be host i le towards each other and often express
a1ienat ing feel ings about each oth r ,
How would you describe you:' corrmunicat ion durfng the time of
divorce?
2, Hyles of commun.1ullQ.Q
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* Withdrdwing
---------------
* Accept ing
* Expounding
* Conforming
------- -----------_._- --_.__._-- -------.-----
* Exploring
------
Exert i Sf
Complete the following exercise by indicating with whom you
ccnmun tcate in a specific style, what the situation would be, and
what the outcome usua lly wou ld be.
-I
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STYLE 1 WI HI WHOM 1 SITUATION I OUTCOME
···-.-.·.·-····t.···· .. · .. -.····.·t··· ···.·······t -- ..
'I 1 I
···············t······----········t··················+ .
1 I I
···-···········t·····-···-········t··················+ .
I 1 I
···············t··········--······t··················+ .
I I 1
............... t· - +•..•••••••••••••• ·t········ - ..
I I I
3. £.xprcssing your feeJjng~
To experience emot ions and express them to another person is not
on ly a major source of joy, but also necessary for your
psychological well·being.
It is somet imes difficult to express feellngs because:
• we fear the risk of being rejected;
* Iauqhed ali or
• we are no: always aware of how to express our feelings.
In order to describe your feelings you first ly need to identify
the feeling and then be able to verbally express it. A
description of a feeling includes:
* a personal statement that refers to I, me or mine, and
• a feeling name or figure of speech.
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For example:
"I feel angry!"
"I feel emharrassed. II
"I feel as if I'm on cloud nine."
"I feel like a pebble on the beach,"
E.x~!l
Respond to the following statements by including a personal
statement. a feeling name and/or figure of speech.
1. Your manager informs you that you have received an increase
becaus.: of your hard, loyal work at the company .
.-- ._-------- -----_._----_ ..._.-_._----------
._. _.'.- ._--_.__._-_ - .•.._. -----_._--_._--
2. YO'! wa lk into a store and wish to purchase a jacket and the
shop attendant ignores you.
3. You ask your ex-spouse if you can meet to discuss maintenance
and he tells you, you are materialistic and only care
about money.
----_.~_. __.-.._- ._----_..-----
'I
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4. Your child tells you that the divorce is all your fault.
5. f\ close friend telephones you to tell you that he/she was
th inkIng about you, and hope. that you are we 11.
4. UllQll.in!LanwWlldi.n.9
To speak precisely and to 1isten carefully presents a challenge.
There are several convnon faults that people often make when
commun lcat ing namely:
.. not organizing thoughts before speak lng,
.. mak ing short unclear statements,
.. i9nodng the amount of information the receiver already has
about the subject,
.. not sending appropriate messages .
.. not giving undivided attention to the receiver,
.. thinking about the reply before listening to everything the
sender has to sayt
.. 1istening for deta i Is instead of the cot ire message,
.. eva luating whether the sender was right or wrong before
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you fu lly understood the message.
To be an act Ive listener and to be ab le to respond appropriate ly
you need to adhere to the follow Ing skill s name lYi
• let the speaker finish without interrupting,
• show interest by lnv tt ing the person to share.
• show that you understand what the other person is saying by
repeating In your own words without interpreting,
• let the other person know you understand their feelings and not
only their thoughts, and
• c lar i fy messages so as to avoid misunderstandings.
[xerc i Sfl
Evaluate your positive as well as negative listening skills by
completing the following questionnaire.· Evaluate your answers and
pay c lose attention to those areas tha t you need to strenqthen so
as to be an effective listener.
OFTEN
2
SOMETIMES
3
SELDOM
4
NEVER
POSITIVE HABITS. HOW OFTEN ..
1. 00 you really try to figure out what the other person
means from his/her po tnt of view?
2. 00 ycu let the other person know that you understand
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him/her by putt ing in your own words what he/she S3 id?
3. Do you then allow him/her to correct anything you might
have misinterpreted?
4. Do you show interest non-verbally through posture and
eye co ntact?
5. Do you ask quest ions to draw out the other person and
learn more about wha t was meant?
NEGATIVE IlJ\BITS. .IOW OFTEN
1. Do you fai1 to hear the other person because you are
plannlng what to say as soon as you can get a word in?
2. Are you thinking of yourself rather than about what the
other person is saying?
3. Do you answer with nonrelevant responses whlch really
show the other person that you did not listen or did
not care about what was been said?
4. Do you criticise, evaluate or judge what the other
person Is saying before you know what he/she really
means?
5. Do you listen only to catch the mistakes of the other
person?
"
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5. Uome asslgnm<,'Qt
During the coming week focus on your listening skills and
eva luate the effect ivenes s of them.
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MOOUlE Flye DEYELOPING AND HAINIAIHG HENtIHGFUL RElAUONSmes
I\IM: TO ENABLE PARTICIPANTS TO IMPLEMENT SKILLS SO AS TO
DEVElOP ArID Hl\INTAIN MEANINGfUL RElATlONSIIJPS.
1. The importance of friendshipi
"/\ friend is one who knows you as you are,
understands where you have been,
accepts who you've become,
and st ill gently invites you to grow."
(Author unknown)
Why are fr ienshtps important to you? .
._------------
2. En joying being unsls
Important in making new frienships is also accepting your life as
a single person. Not feeling you have to jump into a new
relationship purely out of fear of being single.
Being single can mean new freedom and the power to determine your
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own destiny. If you are to make the most of your single life then
you need to focus on the opportunities and fredom of single life
rather than the" losses.
Exercise
List all the new opportunities as well as the losses of being
single. Record how you can overcome these losses.
OPPORTUNITIES I LOSSES 1 HOW TO OVtRCOHE LOSSES
-_.----- .• - •.. -•• _.. -+--- - ----._ ...•. _--+_._ - _.-.-. __ .
I I
------------ .. _-- .. --+----------_.- .. ---+.-_.-- ... __ ..••••_----_.-
I 1
----------·-···--·---t---------·-·-··---+·---·····--·· .. -.- .. -- .. -
I 1 .
--------.--_... __ .. --+------_ .. __ .-.. ---+_.-.-- .._-_ ..•.• ------ ••-
I ·1
-·-----···--··---··--+-----------·-·----t-·-·-····---·.-- .. -.-.--.
·1 I
._------.-._.. _._._._+---------_ .. __ .---+-_ ••__ ..•••..• -._--------
I 1
3. Identifying existing support systems
Dul'ing marriage the spouse is usually the primary mate and friend
in whom one confides and shares experiences. learning to share
this role with other meaningful persons can be difficult.
Identify existing friends/support systems you have within various
-,
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sett ings. Describe why these people are imporlant to you.
SETTING INAME IWIIY II[/SIIE IS IMPORTANT
···-······-········t···---·············t··············.-.-.---- ..
I I
··-················t···-- ············-·t··················-----··
I I
·····-·············t·-··---············t··············-----------
I I
... _- .. -. __ ~ _-_._------- .. - ---_ - -.-.-.- .
4. Making new friend~
If you want to make new friends then you have to go out and look
for them. You have to be available to meet n~w people. If you
sit around and wait for friends to find you. you will be greatly
di sappointed.
Exercise
Work out a plan of act ion as how you intend meet tng new people. ':
Fo llow the steps below in order to implement your plan.
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WHAT IS YOUR GOAL? I
.----_. __ _; ..__ ._._---_ _+---_._ -.. - .
WHEN DO YOU WISH TO I
IMPLEMENT TIllS GOAL?
.• _----_ •••••••••.. __ ._--_. __ •••••• _-+ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WHY I S IT IMPORTANT TO ,
ACUI EVE TillS GOAL?
••••••••••••••..•• __ ._-_._.- .•.•.•• -.+_••• __ .•••••.••••••••••• _.
WHAT WILL HAPPEN If YOU I
DON'T ACH IEVE TillS GOAL?
.' . - _.. -" - - . - - - - - - _.-_ - -+. - _. - -._..•...• _•••• - _••• -
WIIAT FEARS DO YOU HAVE
ABOUT IMPLEMENTING YOUR
GOAL?
.• --_ ..••.••••.. _. __ .. _--._.- •.••••• -+--_•• -••••_••••••••• -_••••
AR E YOUR FEARS REAI.I STIC? I
•. _--_._ •••••••• -_._._----_ ••.•••• _--+•••• _••••• _••••• --_ •• _---.
HOW CAN YOU OVERCOME YOUR "
FEARS?
._-.- .. __ ... -... __ ._-----_ .. _.. -.. _._+--_ •. -•...•..• _- ••• - ••• _-.
LIST TilE STEPS YOU NEED TO
FOLLOW IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE
YOUR GOAL.
STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
STEP 5
5. Intimate relationships witlL1he opposite sex
Starting an intimate relationship with a person of the opposite
sex can cause certain problems with your children and your
ex-spouse, listed below are do's and don'ts for you to follow.
'I
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DO'S
• Introduce your new friend as soon as you feel the relationship
is quite serious;
• Introduce your friend in stages;
• Ask the children how they feel about this person;
• Be as frank as pos s Ib Ie in answering their questions about
wether you might marry th Is person;
• If at all possible, introduce your ex-spouse to your new
partner and;
• Ask your ex- spouse to ta lk to you, and not to the chtldren
about any prob lems regard Ing your new rc lationshlp.
DON'TS
• Spring the new relationship on the children;
• Try to force the chemistry between your children and your
new friend;
• Deny that you are seriously Involved;
• Deny or Ignore your ch i ldren's protests and;
• let the children be the ones to tell your ex-spouse about the
new relationship.
-I
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
IlUDSON INDEX OF SElf' ·ESTEEM
.,
...
•
lOOay's Date _INDEX OF SELF ESTEEM (15=)
NAME:
Thisquestionnaire is designed to measure how you see yourself. It isnot atest, so
there are no right or wrong answers. Please answer each item as carelully and
accurately as you can by placing a number by each one as follows:
1 Rarely or none 01 the time
2 . A little of the time
3 Some of the time
4 A good part of the time
5 Most or all 01 the time
Please bogln.
1. Ileeithat people would not liklt me ilthey rcally knew me well
2. I lecl that others get along much botter than' co
3. I Icel that I am a beautiful person
4. When' am with otherpoople I feel they are glad I amwith them
5. I teel tnat people real!; like to talk with me
6. I feel that I am a very competent person
7. I think I make a good impression on others
8. I teet mat I need more self-confidence
9. When' am with strangers I am very nervous
10. I think that I am a dull person
11. Ileel ugly
12. I leal that others have more fun than' do
1~. I Ieel tnat I bore people
14. I think my friends find me interesting
15. I think , have a good sense of humor
16. I leeI very self-conscious when I am with strangers
17. I teet tnat if I could be more like other people I would have it
m.ide
18. I Icel that people have a good time when they are with me
19. I loel like a wallllowor when I go out
20. Ilcel I get pushed around more than others
21. 'mink I am a rather nice person
22. l teet tnat people really like me very much
23. I feel that I am a likoable person
24. I am afraid I will appear fooh!ih to othcrs
25. My friends think very highly of me
Copyright © Walter W. Hudson, 1974
3,4,5,6,7,14,15,18.21,22,23,25
i.
FIGURE 6.3..
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APPENDIX 0
PERCEPTION OF KNOWLEDGE AND sxrus QUESTJONNAJR[ (PKS) .
'1
DATE :
P[f:CEPTlOH OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKIllS QUESTIOHHAIRE
-------_.__ .
Use the following scale to evaluate yourself:
.-, 3 4 5 6 7
Excellent
1. How would you describe your general coping
ab l i ity durtnq/af tur divorce?
2, How would you desribe your skills to cope
with the crises of divorce?
3. Hml would you rate your knowledge about how
attitudes can affect coping with divorce?
4. How would you rate your knowkledge about the impact
of divorce on self-esteem?
5. Hoe would you rate your self-esteem?
6. How would you describe your skills
to enhance self -es teem?
7. Ilow would you rate your knowledge regarding the
impact of negat ive att itudes with respect to
coping with divorce?
8. How would you desrcibe your decision-making skills?
9. How would you rate your ability to implement plans
and effectlvely solve problems?
10. To what extent are you aware of your style of dealing
with prob 1ems?
11. How would you rate your ability to express your feel-
ings?
12. How would you rate your knowledge regarding the
different styles of conmanlcat ion?
13. How would you describe your ability to actively
1isten and respond to someone who is comnuntcating
with you?
14. How would you rate your motivation to enhance your
abilities to cope with divorce?
15. t10w would you describe your ability to build
meaningful relationships?
-,
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APPENDIX E
PROCESS EVALUAT ION QUESTIONNAIRE
'1
., j
PBocrss cYALUtUIOH
DATE:
A. lliase rate the foJ lowing QlI~S according to the
seale prQv id(ldbdl)~
_1 -_2 - .3__- 4~__ S
poor fa ir average good excellint
1. The content of modu le one (att itude s}.
2. The content of modu le two [so lf-es teea) .
3. The qua 1ity of handou t s .
4. The qua 1ity of over- heads.
5. The relevance of video material.
B. Please reSD.QD.d to the fQllowjng sWcments.
1. What was the value of module one for you.
-------------_._- --_.
2. What was the va lue of module two for you.
3. What information has been irrelevant for you.
4. Convnents and recommendations.
--- ._-_._.---
---~_._-.__ ._..,,---. -._..-- --_._--------
'1
.,
PBocrss cYALUtUIOH
DATE:
A. lliase rate the foJ lowing QlI~S according to the
seale prQv id(ldbdl)~
_1 -_2 - .3__- 4~__ S
poor fa ir average good excellint
1. The content of modu le one (att itude s}.
2. The content of modu le two [so lf-es teea) .
3. The qua 1ity of handou t s .
4. The qua 1ity of over- heads.
5. The relevance of video material.
B. Please reSD.QD.d to the fQllowjng sWcments.
1. What was the value of module one for you.
-------------_._- --_.
2. What was the va lue of module two for you.
3. What information has been irrelevant for you.
4. Convnents and recommendations.
--- ._-_._.---
---~_._-.__ ._..,,---. -._..-- --_._--------
'I
.,
